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THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF PARAPLEGIA.*

By ERNEST JoNES, M.D., M.R.C.P., LOND.,
Denonstrator of Medicine and of Psychiatry, University of Toronto.

Ge-ntlemcn,-The importance of making a correct diagnosis
in a case of paraplegia lies in the fact that it is a syndrome which
may occur in a very great number of nervous affections, so that
a clue to the cause of it is usually at the same time a clue to the
recognition of the actual disease. I need hardly remind you that
paraplegia is to be regarded as a group of symptoms, and never
as a disease, though it may sometines be the most prominent
manifestation of the affection present. It may be defined as
a weakness, more or less complete, of the lower extremities, not
due to a peripheral affection or to a lesion of the lo-wer neuronie
system. We have thus at the outset to distinguish between true
paraplegia and weakness of paraplegie distribution, just as
in other cases we have to distinguish between truc hemiplegia
and weakness of hemiplegie distribution.

The distinction betwen true and pseudo-paraplegia can
almost always be effected by considering the symptoms of the
paraplegia, quite apart from other evidences of the cause of the
affection. The features to be relied on for this purpose may be
divided into three. First, the nature of the paralysis; secondly,
the presence or absence of nutritive disturbances, and thirdly,
the state of the reflexes. As in the first case I shall bring before
you it is only possible to demonstrate the third of these, I shall
only briefly mention the first two. The paralysis of true para-
plegia differs from that of pseudo-paraplegia in being massive,
and not limited to. a small group .of muscles; in being always
more pronounced at the distal part of the limb, and in being

•.An address delivered atthe Toronto Orthopedic Hospital, Nov. 13, 1909.
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distributed aceording to certain groups of functions rather than
according to the anatomical innervation of muscles. Under the
second hcading, that relating to nutritive disturbances, are in-
cluded wasting, varions trophie changes, and changes in elece-
trical excitability. Although in truc paraplegia we nay
sonetimes ncet with a considerable wasting of muscles, more
than can be attributed to mere disuse, still we never sec the
extensive atrophy, not only of the muscles but of all the struc-
tures of the i1mb, that so frequently oceurs in the pseudo-
paraplegias, particularly iii those. like acute poliomyclitis, that
are due. to an affection of the anterior horn cells. Profound
trophic changes are rare in truc paraplegia. except iii the variety
caused by an extensive transverse lesion of the cord, and, finally,
certain of the electrical changes, particularly that known as the
reaction of degeneration. are highly characteristie of the pseudo-
paraplegias caused by an affection.of the lower motor neurone.

The first patieut* we have to examine is a boy aged six. He
was sent to the hospital from Manitoba last Januar'y. The para-
plegia was then practically complete, but under re-educative
treatment it has greatly improved. The early history of the
case is very imperfeet, but all the indications preseut point to
the affection having been an infective myelitis in the lower
dorsal region. Ile shcws very well certain changes in the r
fßexes, which at once permit us to say tlat the lesion is one
implicating the upper neuronic systei of fibres. You will
observe that the knee jerks are greatly exaggerated. and. furth,'r,
that there is preseut.a marked contralateral adductor reflex. Le.,
a tap applied to either the patefla or the adductor tubercle
evokes a contraction of the addcetor muscles of the opposite
limb. These physical signs are never caused by an atfeetion
confined to the low'er motor neurone. Their signifeance is
amply confirmed by making the following further tests. Ankle
clonus is easily to be obtaincd, and. as you see. this shews the
characteristics of the truc ankle clonus. namely, it is slow in
rate, regular in both tinie and amplitude, persistent, not to be
varied by changing the pressure or the position, and consists
of an almost equal to-and-fro moveinent instead of a recurrent
downw'ard push.

Babinski's plantar sign is also well narked, and in this
connection it is perhaps desirable to interpolate a few .remarks
on the question of technique in testing the plantar reflex, for
the value of observations on. this reflex. and therefore of con-

*For pernission to denonstrate the èase hore mentioned, I am indebted to the
courtesy of Dr. n.. E. McKenzie, to whom I wish cordially to express my thanks.
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clusions drawn from examination of it, are often quite vitiated
by non-attention to this matter. In the first place, it is abso-
lutely essential that the limb be quite relaxed when the reflex
is being examined. For ihis purpose the recumbent posture
is best suited, and the linb should be slightly everted, a pillow
being, if necessary, placed under the outer side of the knee. It
is never permissible to test the reflex when the patient is in a
sitting posture and holding out the limb, though this is an only
too common mode of procedure. It is however sometimes
possible to test it in this posture if due care be taken adequately
to support the foot and the upper part of the leg. In the second
place, the sole should not be tickled, for this only evokes con-
fusing semi-voluntary movements. The stimulus should be a
firm, steady one, and, with an easily excited patient, it is best
to press the thumb against the sole for - short time until he is
accustomed to the contact and until the foot is completely at
rest. Attention should now be concentrated on the big toe, and
indeed on only the tarso-phalangeal joint of this toe; flexion or
extension at this joint is the crucial thing. The abnormal
response, known as Babinski's sign, differs from the normal
one not only in being a movement of extensivn as well as of
flexion, but also in being much slower and in being maintained
!(î.r a much longer time. This is well seen in the present case.
Movemnent of the big toe is. however, far from being the only
characteristic of the sign; of the other points, three moy be
mentioned. Whether the other toes flex or extend is a matter
of little interest, but an occurrence of much significance, seen
more frequently in children, as here, is the spreading out of the
toes that sometimes accompanies, or occasionally replaces, the
extensor response of the big toe; this is known as the "fan"
sign. Again, eversion of the foot at the mid-tarsal joint fre-
quently replaces the normal' inversion that occurs when the sole
is stimulated. Lastly, with Babinski's sign, the tensor vaginae
femoris responds later than the leg muscles, instead of, as in the
normal, earlier than these.

Of the numerous new reflexes that have been discovered in
the past few years, I should like to call your attention to two,
for they are easily to be observed in the present case. The first
is the "paradoxical reflex," first described by Schäfer some
ten years ago. It is so called because pressure over a flexor
muscle, the lower part of the gastrocnemius. elicits extension of
the big toc, or even of- all the toes; in the normal this elicits
flexion of the toes. The sign has exactly the same significance
as Babinski's sign, and indeed it has recently been shewn' that
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the reflex is really a cutaneous one, for the sane response eau
be obtained by pinching the skin over the gastroeneinius. The
faet is that when Babinski's sign is well marked it can be ob-
tained from stimulation over a far wvider reflexogenous zone
than the sole of the foot, for instance, froin the front of the
leg (Oppenheim's sign), or from. the upper part of the thigh
(Remak's sign).

Another useful test is tlat described independently by
Mfendel and Bechterew. It consists in striking the dorsum of
the foot at about the junction of its niddle and posterior thirds.
lu the normal. extension of the middle toes follows. w'hereas.
when a lesion of the upper neurone segment is present, flexion
of these follows. The signiflcauce of Schäfer's and Mendel's
signs is exaetly the same as that of Babinski's, nanely, they
demonstrate the existence of a lesion of the upper neurone
systemn. It is usually said that they do not occur in functional
disease. but I should not like to be dogmatie on this point. Both
these signs usually occur only when Babinski's is also present,
but oceasionally they may oceur in the absence of this. and then
their vah.e in diagnosis may be very great.

The first case has illustrated some of the points by means
of whieh we are enabled to distinguish betw-een true and pseudo-
paraplegia. The second case iwe shal make use of to study the
problem of the differential diagnosis between the different vari-
eties of the former condition. In doing this it is expedient to
bear in mind somne method of grouping the varions causes of
true paraplegia. so that by systenatically taking into considera-
tion one group after another. one is sure not to overlook any of
them. For this purpose, I would conmend to your notice the
following simple seheme, which we shahl apply to the next case
by working fron below upwards. This is not as a rule the
better order. but I arn adhering to it in this instance for a
special reason.

A.-TRUE PARAPLEGIA.

I. Physical.-Hysteria.

II. Orgaic.
A. Discase of Brain.

I, Bilateral lesion.
(a) Cortex, general paralysis of the insane, menin-

g;tis. porenceplaly, hemorrhage, thrombosis of
the superior longitudinal sinus.

(b) Pons, tumnour, vascular lesion.
2. Multiple lesions, tumour. vascular lesion.
3. Large single lesion, causing pressure on opposite side.
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B. Disease of Spinal Cord.
1. Diffuse system degeneration, aiyotrophie lateral

selerosis. disseminate sclerosis, combined sclerosis,
Friedreich's ataxia.

2. Locil Affections.
(a) Intrinsie-Myelitis, thronbosis. tumour.
(b) Extrinsic-Pott's disease, tuinour, trauma.

B.-PsEUDO-PARAPLJEGIA.
I. Discase of Anterior Horn. Cels.

(a) Acute-Infantile paralysis.
(b) Chlconie-Progressive muscular atrophy.

Il. Disease of Peripheral Nerves.-Multiple neuritis.
III. Disease of Muscles.-Dystrophies.
The patient is a woman of twenty-two, in whom the symp-

toms date back three years. Two points in the onset are especi-
ally noteworthy, namely, that it vas a graduail one. and that a
feeling of numbness long preceded the loss of power. When I
first saw lier, five weeks ago. lier lnwer limbs were in a state
of complete contracture; the flexion was so great that the knees
touched the abdomen and the heels were pressed against the
buttocks. Neither lier efforts nor ours could unbend them an
inch. Sores were present on the feet, no doubt from friction
and pressure. The muscles of the thighs and legs were. and as
you see still art greatly wasted. We have never been able to
elicit any of the deep or superficial reflexes in the lower limbs.
There has been considerable retention of urine. frequently
inaking necessary the use of the catheter, but never any incon-
tinence. Sensation was quite abolished up to the pelvis, and
bhmnted above thiat up to the costal niargin. Above the waist
there are no aibnorial physical signs.

The clinical -picture, the outiles of w-hieh I have just
sketehed. is evidently a grave one, and yet Dr. MeKenzie has
been able. by applying continuous forced extension. to get the
linbs into practically their normal position. Coineidently with
this. the patient lias recovered considerable power over them,
and you see that she eau now vohutarily bend or straighten
them. though in an uncertain and tremulc is nanner. With the
help of special apparatus she eau even walk a few steps. This
striking improvement is but another perplexing element in an
obscure case, and we must take up the question of diagnosis
vith great care. though in the time allowed nie I eau only indi-

cate the main Steps in the argument.
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In spite of the facts that there is muel wastiing of muscles,
and that the reflexes are all absent, it is quite easy to eliminate
all the causes of pseudo-paraplegia, of which these facts would
at first make us think. Let us briefly mention the causes in
order. The dystrophies are evidently put out of question here, by
the patient's age and sex, by the absence of any simnilar cases
in the faiily, by the distribution of the muscular wasting. and
above all by the pronounced sensory disturbances. Affections
of the peripheral nerves never cause such widespread contrac-
tures or such profound sensory loss; there is further no tender-
ness over any nerve. nor has there been any pain. Acute
affections of the auterior horn are not to be thought of, for the
onset here was graduai. Chronie affections of the anterior horn
are equally easy to exclude, for not only is progressive muscular
atrophy rare in a girl of this age, but its onset is localised. and
it is not accompanied by marked sensory loss.

It is unlikely that the condition is one of extrinsie para-
pIegia. i.e.. due to pressure on. the spinal cord. for the three
cardinal signs of this affection. nanmely, root pain. unilateral
onset. and precedence of motor over sensory synptomis. are all
absent. An intrinsie paraplegia, due to a local lesion in the
cord. is more diffieult to exclude. and a diagnosis -of it might
readily. but erroneously, be made in this case. The following
considerations. however, speak strongly against it. To produce
such profound sensory changes, the lesion would have to be
very severe. indeed practically complete. and it is difficult to
conceive of sucli a lesion existing without ever causing incontin-
ence of urine or feces. Again. as the sensory loss extends up
to the level of the sixth dorsal nerve, it is incongruous that
there is no trace of wealkness of the abdominal or back muscles,
for extensive local lesions implicate the motor fibres to a. greater
extent than the sensory ones. It is hard also to picture the
nature of any local lesion that could cause the symptoms present.
Throimbosis and myelitis have cither an acute or rapid onset,
and not a. very gradual one. as ias here the case. while against
the idea of a tumour speaks not only the absence of any tuinour
elsewhere in tlie body, in spite of the long duration, but also the
mnarked improvement that lias recently taken place.

Most of fle diffuse degenerations of the spinal cord can be
excluded here by the absence of other signs that accompany
these conditions. For instance. with Friedreich's ataxia. there
-would be an early onset-before puberty-a hereditary history,
the presence of nystagmus. optie atrophy. or ehoreiforn tremor.
Amyotroph4e lateral selerosis would have caused an inereased
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activity of the deep reflexes; against this diagnosis are further
the points mentioned above in connection with progressive -mus-
eular atrophy. Disseminate sclerosis occrs particularly at this
patient's age. and it is not rare for it to begin as a paraplegia.
However after three years one w'ould expeet to find other evi-
dences of the disease, sucli as an intention trenior, nystagmus,
ocular palsy. optie atrophy or tie characteristie staceato speech.
One of these systeni degenerations of the cord, namely-the sub-
acite coibined sclerosis. is more diffienlt to exclude, and in My
opinion it is the only organie affection that seriously enters into
consideration. The accomnpanying degeneratioi of the posterior
columns would account for the absence of reflexes in the lower
extrenity. as well as for the sensory symptoins. Such extreme
contractures as are present in this case are, however. rare in this
disease. and the severity of the imotor and sensory disturba.ces
strangely eontrast w'ith the integrity of the sphineter action.
This fori of combined sclerosis is usually accomïpanied by severe
anemia. which is not present with this patient. and the sym p-
toins never improve so rapidly as they have here: indeed the
prognosis is as a rule grave. Further, two characteristic
features of this affection, pain and ataxy. are quite absent here.

Of the brain disease little need be said. A glance at the list
df brain conditions that may cause paraplegia slews how easily
tliey ean be excluded. Porencephaly, nieningitis, general par-
alysis of the insane. tuinour of the brain. are al] easily negatived
,by both the history and physical signs. The only vascular lesion
fiat is at all likely to cause paraplegia without also affecting
hie upper liibs is throinbosis of tlie superior longitudinal sinus,
an. affection that is a not very rare complication of chlorosis.
The slow onset and the presence of profound sensory disturb-
anee are. however. two features that definitely exelude this
diaginosis.

We havethus apparently eliminated with this patient every
group of nervous affections that inay cause para plegia,. and yet
here remains the paraplegia. We have therefore to recall the
fact that paraplegia. inay occur independently of any organie
affection of the nervous systenI and nay be due to a psychical
disorder. This is the diagnosis at which we have arrived in this
case, Ianmely, that the paraplegia is of a hysterie nature. This
diagnosis was made not only on negative grounds, i.e., not only
because the condition is inconsistent witl any organic affection.
There are also positive evidences indicating its hysterie nature.
In the first place it is certain that the p)atient is a hysterie.
In giving you the history of tl' case I onitted to mention that
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she had suffered for years fron what are certainly hysterie
seizures. These consisted of irregular convulsive attacks, which
frequently lasted for a couple of hours, and which were followed
not by a deep slecp, as in epilepsy, but merely by an anmnesia for
the period. In the next place, all the symptoms I have described
to you. are not only consistent with, but are typical of, hysteria.
I need only recall to you the advanced contractures and the
retention of urine, both of which have been overcome by per-
suasive measures. Finally, sonie features of the paraplegia are
quite distinctive of hysteria. I refer particularly to the sensory
syniptoms. The conipicte anesthesia for all stimuli, and the
ainesia for parts of the body, are very suggestive indeed of
hysteria. Further, during the improvement that lias lately
taken place it lias been possible to evoke sensations by active
stimulation of the lower extremities, by strong tappings, and in
connection with this two features are especially significant.
First, the strongest stimuli we can apply, namely, painful ones,
are quite incapable of evoking any sensation, and we know that
these are the very ones most frequently and most completely lost
in hysteria. Secondly. every sensation that is evoked by tapping
a point on a lower limb is accompanied by a sinultaneous sen-
sation, vhicli the patient refers to the corresponding point onl
her upper limb. Thus, tapping the knee causes two sensations
to be felt, one on the Inee, the other in the olecranon of the
sanie side. This is a rare symptom, the significance of -which,
interesting as it is, it would be out of place to discuss here, but
I would point ont to you that it is pathognomonie of hysteria.

You are thus once more reminded of how grave are even
the physical conditions that niay be produced by a physical
malady, and I would further remark that the outlook in sucli
a case as the present is similarly grave. Althougli the present
symptons may altogether disappear, yet they are only too likely
to recur at some future date, or to be replaced by fresh, and
perhaps even more distressing ones. ilysteria is an affection
that is rarely eured unless Freud's psycho-analytic method of
treatnent 2 is resorted to.
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By J. T. FOTHERINGHAM, 1U.D., ToRONTO.

Sir Clifford Allbutt has somewhere in his usual exquisitc
literary style referred to the part which the modern physician
plays in the relief of disease, as that of the aucillary mouse in
Aesop's Fable, indicating his belief that while Nature plays by
far the greater part in ihe relief of sickness, the well-trainedl
physician, the iatros polypeiros of 1-lippocrates, is callea
upon nany times to nibble one string of the net that enmeshes
the sick lion, and so set him free to complete his own work of
healing. This is another way of saying that ill-health consists
usually of a vicious circle, or of many such, which nust be wisely
broken in upon at the selected point, so that Nature, some of
whose compensatory processes are at fault, may be set straight.

We may, perhaps, before defining Health define the term
Vicious Circle. The logician by this term means argumentum in
circulo, in which certain conclusions are drawn froin certain
premises and used again to prove the correctness of those
preinises, so that as in a circle there is no starting point. The
tern was manyycars.ago transferred te medical nomenclature,
and neans a condition in which. -while the cause produces the
effect, the effect continues and reproduces the cause, so that both
the proverbs are correct, "Ablato efectu cessat causa,'" and
"Ablata causa, cessat effectus.'

Before going into a prolonged diseussion of these vicious
circles it may be vell to definitely state our views as to what
Health means. In the first place, it is a purely relative terni,
because what is to one individual sound health night be, if sud-
denly transferred to the experience of another, a state of miser-
able ill-health. The chlorotie girl with 50% hemoglobin niay,
like a bird in his cage unaccustomed to liberty, feel quite well
and cease taking ber iron; the same blood state suddenly occur-
ring in a healthy inale vould -undoubtedly induce an acute sensa-
tion of ill-health.

Health is perlaps best defined as the normal balance of all
the interacting body processes. for the maintenance of which a
whole host of circles must exist. This means that, in addition to
the absence of vicious óireles, health depends upon a proper
balance of physiological or normal circles, the interaction of

" Read at tho Calgary meting of the .Alberta Mcdical Association, Augist, 1909.
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various organs, as the right heart with the lungs and with the
left heart; the heart with the liver and its associated digestive
surfaces, tlic gastrie and intestinal mucosae. Any one of these
normal cireles may become a vicious eirele. Prom being physio-
logical it nay become pathological.

The study of a few of these niany cireles may lielp us to
appreciate better the high art and skill of the truc physician,
especially in his capacity as a therapeutist, in which his first
duty is to imitate Nature, to interfere with lier processes only
when foreed to do so, and, as far as nay be, always with the
object of assisting Nature along lier own lines where her own
efforts seen not to be tending to the rh-ýired end. Therapeuties
in this sense may perhaps be called a science rather than an art,
thougli both tiese aspects are essential. just as anatomy is essen-
tial to both the surgeon and the physician from the point of view
of science. and is equally essential, though in a totally different
way. to the artist. if his paintinîg or his statuary are to be true
to Nature.

To illustrate, a few of the physiological cireles which suggest
themselves are as follows: The size of the pupil of the eye
deterninues and is determined by tlie amonunt of liglit entering
it; the growth of the brain, other things being equal. depends
upon the intellectual activity of its possessor, whieh in turn is
increased by the growth of the brain. While this miglit be liard
to establisl as applied to any single individual, it is abundantly
proved by a comparison of the Caucasian and Negroid skulls,
and of the inventive and intelleetuai performances of these two
branches of the hunian family. One may refer, too, in the same
connection. to the very interesting effect upon the female pelvis
due to the requirenents of child-bearing-the negro female
pelvis standing half way between the round capacious pelvis
of the Caucasian female and the narrow pelvis of the monkey.

. Again. the normal balance of the blood as regards quality
and quantity depends upon a regulating meclanism in. healti
controlling haemogenesis and haemnolysis, the original inulse
being probably chemotactie in character. One need only refer
to this to remind you of the disastrous resuilts seen in pernicious
anaemia -wlen this normal cirele is perverted into a vicions ene.

A fourth exarrple of a normal circle lias recently been ad-
vanced by ihe physiologists, some of whom say that exophthahnie
goitre aud its symptoms are due to a disturbance of the balance
between the thyroid and adrenal secretions.

Again, thi, action of tlie respiratory centre and the state of
the blood aire mutually dependent, the activity of the centre
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being augmented if the carbon dioxide tension in the blood in-
creases, and depressed as that tension falls. The rate of the heart
.and the blood pressure also are each determined by the other.
With high tension the rate is slowed, while a fall of pressure
inereases the rate, the adjustment being made through the cen-
·tral nervous system. This is most interestingly seen in the high
tension and slowed pulse which accompany increased intra-
cranial pressure as in depressed fracture or subdural hemor-
-r1hage. Nature is seeking by the increase of pressure to maintain
the nutrition of the compressed portion of the brain tissue,
which, as is well] known, like all other nervous tissue, is ex-
tremely sensitive to deprivation of its nutriment, the high ten-
sion being thus Nature's attempt to ward off the impending
-disaster.

Still another example showing how gradually a normal citele
nay be perverted and shade off into a vicious one is the arrest

of intestinal nioveinent and the abdominal rigidity by which
Nature seeks to check the spread of peritoneal infection. The
intestinal stagnation and putrefaction thus induced adds to the
toxemia which is putting the life into jeopardy.

We nay now perhaps, having at least partially clcared the
ground and opened up the way, proceed to discuss vicious circles,
and in this discussion I wish at the outset to disclaim any great
originality, and to acknowledge my obligations to a series of
papers on this sulject published within the last few years in
the Briish Medical Journal and the Lancet by Dr. J. B. Hurry.
of Reading, England. c defines the term. vicions cirele, as "A
morbid condition in which cause and effeet are so correlated that
cause becomes effect and effect becomes cause."

We must exelude froin our definition spurious circles in
which there is no reciprocal action between cause and effeet, such
as congenital malformation of the heart, in which the arterial
and venoustsystems communicate direct, or the short circniting
occasioually seen after a gastroenterostomy when the contents of
the stomach on passing through the artificial opening instead of
going on down. the intestine, are carried back through the short
loop into the stomach again.

As I have already said, the vicious circle is often one of
Nature's good circles gone wrong, or a failure of one of Nature's
attempts at compensation. The recognition of these vicious
circles is frequently difficult. Practice in the detection of theni
is certainly a profitable exercise, training one's habits of observa
tion aln& increasing one's clinical acmnen.

Dr. James Mackenzic, formerly of Burnley, now of London,
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one of- -tie acutest of observersi the author of that w'll-known
work on the ' Disëases of the Heart," in a new volume which
he sent me only- this nionth, called,"Symptoins and Their Inter-
pretation,' ' refers thus to ·the- question:

"Medicine has not attained that place in science which- ouglt
of right to belong to lier. Instead of leading the scicntific
developient and giving guides and indications to the . lied
branehes, she is too often content to ianguidly follow in. their-
-wake or- to puràùe soin eerratie course of her own. The observa-
tions, made- in lier náine :are frequently- made more to support
some vague speculation or far-fetched theory tharto realize the,
actual condition of the observed phenoniena. The-sister séiene s,
in place of seeking for assistance frqm Inedicine, look askanceë at
the wild speculations putt-forth-in lie name ôf medicl science
and at :the loose thinkiig and play of -the inàgination which
miany medicar writers deem legitiniste in deäling with the plie--
nomena of disease. To emancipate inëdicine fron- this position
ofinfeiiofity .änd to secure for it that status which it ouglit to
possess, an effort must be niade as far as-possible to free it from
the--habiliments that lave lanpered& it in the past, .and if this
appears an unattainable goal at present its writers may -at least
ain at gieateÉ predision- in. thougiht and in observation.
Althoug:l this doetti infay seeim the- commiohest platitúde, amd
teachers -and writers -of text-books are unwearied in; inculcating
it, heerthelëss. precisión in- thinking and in observation are
among the iàrèst .qüialities. The power of acute observation and
precise thinking is so seldon a niid. because mnethods iave
become7 steïeotyped: that miany observers do. not realn2e- that
they are fetteï•edin the bonds. of tradition. E-ien in the Writings
of -thos& who ëlain to be -expônents of -exact observation and.
logical reasonium, loose thinking too, often appears, even when
the seientist imagines hinself supreme. What are called: obser-
vations are but a -ixturë -of impeÈfect bséýivation and un-
wari-ntëd deduction."

We must,. I 'tiiink, -adit that thèse somewhat scadfying
observations are oñly -inithe niain too truc, and if -1 can by this.
exercise trairr -niseIf and ·help ayý -of my hearers to more-
aceurate studynid-élinical-bbservation 1- shall feel mnyself amplyr
rewarded.

Dr; Hur'y in the päpers -referred tô classified. his, vicious
circles. y, their .etiIoIgy into Organie. Synïptomatic, linfecfive,
Chenicalfechanical, Neurotie:and Ar'tificiah He also classified
theni 'by the nie of -organs infolved -(only ]partiaU1y; as, iï.
Woül hihinself adit), .into, thos .o f.the Circulatiw, including
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the Blood, the Vessels and the Heart, the latter being again sub-
divided into those due to the myocardium, the endocardium. the
pericardium, neuroses and those due to falling blood pressure.

His second great group in this i5as a vicious circles in the
Digestive System, subdivided again into those of the nouth, the
stomach, the intestines, and the reetum and anus. A third
group is vicious eireles of the Respiratory Systeni.

Without pretending to exhaustively discuss this somewhat
imposing list of vicions circles. an example or two of each kind
may be profitably considered.

Organie circles are those arising between two organs so inter-
dependent that difficulty with the first may cause difficulty with
the second, which in turn upsets the first, and -vice versa. An
example familiar to everyone is the dilatation of the right heart
due to obstruction to the circuit in the hmngs by pneumonia, the
·dilatation being caused by the pneuionia, and in turn aggra-
vating the pneumonia by permitting stagnation of blood in the
lungs.

Mitchell Bruce vividly describes anothàer vicious organie
-cirele, as follows: "Wlhen the wall of the heart fails the liver
affords it teiporary relief by accommodating nechanically
within it the blood that otherwise would be overburdening the
cardiac chanbers. The hepatie functions. and in their turn the
stomach and bowels, which are dependent on the portal circula-
tion, presently become deranged. and thereupon the heart is
further weakened, and it nay be. inaRly undone. by a set of
-conditions made for itself and for its own immediate tenporary
advantage. The heart lias paid dear for the accommodation;
the day of reckoning lias coie. Bad has led to w'orse. A vicious
-circle is established-the penalty attending the accommodating
process and the vicarious action by whicli one organ assists
another in distress."

One need scarcely point out how this vicious cirele may
'spread and involve other circles. systenic as well as portal, in-
cluding organs so reiote as the kidneys and the brain, a good
example of what I meant a few moments ago when describing
health as the proper balance. and interaction of all the various
-circles and processes in the body.

The next group of vicious cireles, the symptonatie, includes
:a great number perhaps readily enough suggesting themselves
to you as I speak; for instance. urticaria. by its severe itching,
produces scratching, w'ith a resulting increase of the urticaria;
or intussusception is due to increased peristalsis, and itself causes
increased peristalsis. Strangulated hernia causes voniting, and
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is increased by vomiting. Brain tumor may cause vomiting,
which, by the straining, may;r cause hemorrhage into the tumor,
.increasing its size and hastening the final catastiophe. Obesity
usually -predisposes to indolent habits-; result, increased obesity.

The third group, that of infective, circles, is a most faniliar
one. The pin worm is reproduced and the circle maintained
by the transference of its ova by the nails of the child- host from
the irritated perineum to the mouth; or in tuberculosis, fresh
inoculations, as in the larynx or the opposite apex, arc due to
the sputa coughed up from i the primnary lesion.

A good example of a mechanical vicions circle is that seen
in the ordinary abductor paralysis of the larynx in the horse,
kznown as "heaves," in whichr over-exertion, by causing deep
breathing, causes the sucking together irr inspiration of the
voeal eords; or i. the -occasional dyspnoea of some cases of
simple goitre, in which the dyspnoea, started perhaps by some
casuai effort, causes the eèxtraordinai'y muscles of respiration,
especially the sterno-hyoid and the sterno-thyroid to overact and
compress the goitre, -thus inereasing the difficulty and complet-
iñg the circle, with sometimes fatal results. -Or again, in para-
phriosis; the prèputiâl band, unless rélieved, steadily increases
the sti-angulation and' oedema of' the -glans, cadi reacting
vicionsly oir the othér.

A ëgod example of the chemical vicious circle is sëen when,
in diabetes, the tiirst causes abundant drinking. This causes
diluòn f' the blôod, and this polyuria, With consequerit con-
centration uf the blood aiid returning thirst and drinking: The
knôwledgë of nost of Ùs of the chemical cor-elations of the
lealthy body is büt slight. but eiough is kiiownof physiological
chëmistry to enabTe oheý to cxPress :the opinion that the next
twenty ÿêars will shîir a great increase -of óour knowledge of
this grolipof vilioùs ciréles.

As to neùrtieci rcles, inany, if nôt most of thaini, iiay be
said to ;be fuüetional, as in thè case of neùrasthenia, in which
prôlonged repos -pot onily clls 1fr further rest, but is damag-
ihg to and impairs ordinïary áambition. so as; to abolish al ina
cliüiaton for physicai and, iental exertión. The vicinus ;ircle
miay and nuülly döes; if flhe patient be -a fênle, in-olve the
mother-, sister or other female relative. Oliver Wendell Holmes-
hias said: 'Au hysterical girl išra #fampire, W'ho sueks: the blood
òôf -ealthy people âboutber." Weir Mitchell says, in hisdlittle
trea.tise, "iFat aiid Blod'' "Nothing is more säd and: pitiful
than fliesè .paÉtnershiþs -between ,tlie sick and- selfish -nd the
sound and overloving. By slo*1ut =suie degrees. the helthy-
life is absorbed:by the sick life in a manner nore-or lés§ in-
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jurious to both, until, sometimes too late for remedy, the growtlh
of the evil iš seen by others."

The neurotie vicious circles associated sometinies with the
digestive, sormct'imes with the cardiac, and .often with the
sexual apparatus, show themselves very frequcntly in a
correlation of local morbid conditions, a. tender ovary, a
loose kidney, a chronic irritation of the colon, and so on,
with the constitutional condition of irritable weakness, in
which the subconscious sensory stiinuli from the sources
indicated, which, in ordinary health would never reach the
sensorium, are .elevated to the realms of consciousness, and
becone harassing realities to the sufferer. The pain is felt
severely because the nervous systein is sensitive, and has itself
the effect of weakening the nervous systeni still further. In-
deed. often in the normal human being the loss of self-control
and of mastery over one's emotions, which is due to the physical
weakness of a fit of acute illness, adds greatly to our sensitive-
ness of pain and distress.

A few words about the last in the group classified by their
etiology-artificial vicious circles. These will, I think, be best
illustrated by examples of over-dosage or the injudicious use
of drugs, such as alcohol, tobacco, opium or similar narcoties,
or the use of belts or other supports, to the exclusion of Nature's-
muscular nechanisms, and so on. The drug habit is but too
faîmiliar to us ail. The old proverb applies, "Vires acquirit
eondo."

Alcoholisim induces clronie gastritis, morning vomiting, loss
of appetite, exhaustion. depression, physical, mental and moral,
and the sufferer. on rising from a perhaps unrestful bed,
promptly goes back. as the old proverb has it. "for a hair of
the dog that bit him."

Tea, especially infused long and consumed in large quan-
tities, causes dyspepsia and constipation by its tannin. habitu-
ates the nervous systeni to stimulation by its active principle,
and induces an irritable weakness and a desire and need for
more, which we see perhaps even more strikingly in the devotee
of norpline.

The physician who knows digitalis vaguely, merely as a
"cardiac tonie" and diuretic," if he finds a. patient to vhom he
has been giving the drug suffering from small, feeble. rapid
pulse, circulatory failure and suppression of urine, would prob-
ably seek by increasing the dose of digitalis to relieve the-
symptois which are probably due to his already injudicious us-
of the drug.
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Hyoscine, valuable as it is in some acute manias, is sone-
tinies so used as to cause the persistence of the mania, for in-
stance, that of alcoholics..

Sodium salicylate, useful as it is in acute rheumatic fever,
is not infrequently responsible for delirium, which is no part
of an uncomplicated attack of rheumatic fever, but usually
means a complication, such as hyperpyrexia, pericarditis, or
imeningitis, or too much salicylate. Reduce the sodium salicy-
late, delirium may and often will disappear.

Of our second mode of grouping, by names of organs in-
volved, a few examples may be briefly mentioned. 0f circula-
tory vicious circles, a very simple example is that of the
association of chlorosis with gastrie ulcer. The malnutrition
of the chlorosis makes the gastrie mucosa vuilnerable; it bleeds,
and so the anemia is suddenly increased. Everyone knows the
unwisdom of seeking to immediately correct sucli an anemia by
the use of iron, although the patient is most urgently in neced
of it. the irritation of the stomach by the iron being probably
the procedure most likely to induce further vomiting and
bleeding. The less dangerous simple dyspepsia of anemia is an
exactly similar vicions circle, the result of the poor quality of
the gastrie juice elaborated by the peptie glands from the
depraved blood with which they are supplied.

Myocardial change, whether induced by coronary discase
or not, must mean reduced propulsive power, therefore, less
well-filled coronaries, therefore progressive myocardiail change.

Dr. Samuel West, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, long ago
pointed ont that between the two sides of the heart a vicions
circle may be established, because when the right side of the
heart fails, perhaps from some pulmonary condition as bronchi-
eetasis or emphysema, the engorgement of the right side over-
loads the coronary veins which open into the right auricle. from
which, of course, arise impaired circulation and mal-nutrition
of the whole heart muscle. Even more frequently seen are
vicions cireles associated with valvular lesions. So long as
compensation is maintained, the tendency to the formation of
these'vicious cireles is pretty well controlled, but with the rup-
ture of compensation, as for instance in cases of aortie regurgi-
tation, the period of repletion of the coronary arteries is reduced
in length, so that impaired nutrition of the cardiae muscle
follows, lessened working capacity, increased regurgitation, still
less complete filling of the coronaries, and finally the catas-
trop.he, sometimes with starting suddenness.

Still another quite evident vicious cirele is sèe', especially
in malignant endocarditis, in which the bacterial growths and
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crosions of the valves send off showers of infeetive emboli,
spreading disaster, soietimes in the brain, sometimes in the
spleen, the eye, the kidney, and other far-separated organs.

But for fear of wearying you I shall forbear, and briefly
displ,.» in graphie form before I sit down a few of the more
striking vicious cireles to which. I have been referring.

To conclude, what lessons may we draw for our own profit
and that of our patients from this brief and insufficient discus-
sion of the subject? I hope that I have succeeded in convincing
you. as I have myself, of the very great importance of the
subject. This importance, I may say, is two-sided. It bears
directly on our evolution as physicians, and it bears very
strongly upon the health and fortunes of our patients. 'The
physician, if lie be not yet the many-sided one of Hippocrates,
may, and certainly will, improve his many-sidedness in propor-
tion as he follows up the Une I havc suggested.

In what does -clinical experience consist? I have been for
many years accustomed to teaeh my classes that it does not
consist only in the number of. cases, say of pneumonia, which.
one secs, but in the care and industry with ivhich oi. observes,
so that, as I have many times said to them: "If I had pneu-
monia there are house physicians of my acquaintance w'ho have
seen and carefully studîed perhaps ten cases of pneumonia, to
whom I would rather entrust my fate than to some practising
physicians of my acquaintance vho nay have seen a hundred,"
for the reason that the younger man has a more definite "com-
posite photograplh" of the discase. its natural history, and its
usuai course, as part of his. mental and professional equipinent,
as the result of trouble taken in observation, than the other
non-observant careless man has been able, or rather willing, to
acquire from his hundred cases. Clinical experience, lik,
genius, is in the main 'an infinite capacity for taking trouble.

Now, as to our patients, in prophylaxis, in diagnosis and
in treatment. there is 0no doubt, I think, that by careful, pains-
taking and accurate observation and cousideration of the
-natural history and course of disease, the physician may some-
times at least foresee and forestall the establishment of a
vicious circle.

For instance, consider the use of digitalis for a threatening
heart failure in pneumonia, not as a matter of routine, but
because the right heart is showing early signs of being in diffi-
culty. And here let me digress for a moment to warn you
against routine, and against the man of one drug or of
specifies. Pay no attenti- to the remarks of the man who says
that, for instance, all pneumronia wiill do well ouly if treated
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with digitalis. We have all seen papers and heard remarks of
this sort. Therapeuties is in part a science, but in the main au
art. Skil in treatment, and wisdom in intervention upon the
processes of Nature, are mainly the result of experience, and
are, therefore, an art rather than a science; and lest we should
forget and become vain in our modern knowledge, let me quote
you once more a very old proverb, "Melins est praevenire quam
pr~aeveniri."

As to the advantage to the patient in the way, secondly. of
diagnosis, it is a mere platitude to say that the detection of
the diseased condition with sufficient accuracy to give it a
name, is one thing, and usually comparatively easy; but that the
Greek word "diagnosis" means "through and througl know-
ledge" not of the disease but of the patient. What of the man

Vho sees, correctly enougli. that the patient has pneumonia, but
fails to note that lie lias with it a leaking or obstrueted mitral
valve? How far could he be trusted in his prognosis and in his
treatment? No diagnosis can be said to be completed till an
exact. or at least as exact as possible, a recognition is had of all
the interacting forces that tend to dissolution or to recovery.

For example, a tender ovary or a loose kidney nay be the
link in the bonds by. which the patient is ennieshed as a neuras-
thenie, and so simple a thing as the wearing of a belt, or pos-
sibly, but very rarely, so great a thing as an ovariotony, may
be all that is needed to secure health.

Or. again, the headache and vomiting of an acute glaucona.
If a thorough diagnosis be not made, and the condition recog-
nized as something else than a simple bilions attack, what shall
we say of the diagnosis whici ends in prompt destruction of the
retina and lifelong blindness?

And thirdly, as to treatment. I need carry ny argument no
farther, having already given examples of -what I mcan under
the head of artificial vicious cireles, illustrated by mistakes in
the use of digitalis, hyoseine, and sodium salicylate. Many
similar examples are doubtless suggesting themselves to you as
I speak. Do not let vicions circles be established if foresight
and skill can prevent them. Once again, it is better to antici-
pate than to be anticipated. Let us try always to follow the
iwise advice of Ovid, so often quoted, and still worth quoting
again:

"Principiis obsta; sero medicina paratur
Cum inala per longas convaliere moras."

"Meet symptons at their starting; too late the. potion is
prepared when vicious cireles bave grown strong through long
delays."
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REPORT OF OBSTETRICAL DEPARTMENT,
ST. MICHAEL'S HOSPITAL, 1909.

BY DR. FREDERIoK FENTON.

TORONTo, November 26th, 1909.

Mother Superior, St. Michael's Hospital, Toronto:
EMADA,-I have the honor to present the following report

of the work done in the Department of Obstetries during the
twelve nionths ending September 30th of this year:

Patients (not yet confined) renaining in hospital Sept.
30th, 1908 ........ s..................... ........ 3

Patients -adrnitted during the year .................... 242

Total .................... .................... 245
Patients discharged (not confined) during the year....... 15
Patients confined during the year ...................... 215
Patients (not yet eonfined) remaining in hospital Sept.

30th. 1909 ...................................... 15

Total .................. ....................... 245

There vere two twin births, niaking a total of 217 infants
born.

Nine infants were born dead. and twenty died in the hospital.
There were three naternal deaths.
0f the patients confined. 154 were under the charge of the

Obstetrical Staff, and the balance. 61. under various members
of the Hospital Staff.

Of the patients confined. 154 were under the charge of the
nine instances the sex was not recorded.

POSITIONS AND PRESENTATIONS.

Left occipito-anterior, 106; right occipito-anterior, 27; right
occipito-posterior, 10; left occipito-posterior, 2; face, left nento-
anterior, 1; hand, 1; breech, 6; foot, 1.

In those cases not attended by the memubers of the Obstetrical
Staff (61), no record vas made of position and presentation.

The following operative deliveries are recorded:
Forceps delivery, 47 times; rotation and forceps, 4 times;

version. once. and CSsarean section, 3 times.
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Labor vas induced once for pyelitis of pregnancy, and on
one occasion a hydrocephalie head was aspirated. In both in-
stances the infants were delivered alive, and both mothers
recovered.

There were three cases of placenta previa. in which all the
niothers and two of the children recovered. In the case in which
the child died, the pregnancy hlad only advanced to the fifth
nonth. and the hemorrhages were very severe.

Two cases of eclampsia occurred, one antepartum. of which
a detailed account will be given. and the other postpartumn. The
forner died two weeks later, and the latter recovered.

Precipitate labor -was recorded in four instances, in none
of which was there any serions injury to mothers or infants.

There vere two cases of postpartum hemorrhage. Both re-
covered. (It is interesting to note that in neither of these cases
was anv an.sthetie used.)

In ninety-six cases there vas more or less injury to the
maternal soft parts, as follows: Slight perineal tears, 67;

.oderate. 17; severe, 2; vaginal tears without perineal, 3; per-
ineal and vaginal, 4. In four instances tears of the cervix were
repaired; one severe, in a case of placenta prSvia, one moderato.
in a case of version, and two moderate, whicli were causing
subinvolution.

There vere four cases of mastitis, one of which·resulted in
abscess formation.

There were fifteen premature labors. Five of these infants
were born dead; five died within a few hours, and five left the
hospital well.

Nineteen mothers had elevation of temperature during the
puerperium. due to the following causes: Gonorrhea. witli'sal-
pingitis. 2; nastitis, 3; cystitis, 1; retained membrane, 1;
pyelitis. 1; constipation, 3; vaginal abscess (gonorrheal), 1;
abdominal Cosarean section, 1; sepsis (presunably avoidable),
6. Of the six presumably avoidable cases, one had fever for two
days. one for three days, one for four days, two for five days.
and one for seven days. All recovered, and the highest temper-
ature recorded amongst them was 102.3 degrees. The total mor-
bidity amounted therefore to 8.84%. Exeluding cases in which
gonorrhea had been demonstrated prior to labor, cases of
nastitis. eystitis and pyclitis, as iwell as those in which there
wzas a transient temperature due evidently to the existence of
constipation, and leaving only those cases which. might prop-
erly be elassed under the head of puerperal infection, the
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morbidity rate drops to 3.72%. None of these patients were
ever seriously ill, or suffered any permanent ill-effects as a
result of the sepsis, nor was it necessary to transfer any to other
wards on that aceount.

Of the 55 delivered by operative procedure, only two had
any elevation of temperature.

Examinations of the urine showed that thirty-six patients
suffered from albuminuria, seven from glycosuria, sixteen from
oxaluria, and that three had casts in the urine without albumen.

Of the three Citsarean sections done, two were for con-
tracted pelves, where former labors had resulted in dead
children, and in both instances both mnothers and children
recovered.

The third was a vaginal section, done for eclampsia at about
the thirty-fourth week of gestation. There had been five .on-
vulsions before admission to the hospital.

The baby was delivered alive. and did fairly vell on arti-
ficial food for two weeks, when it died suddenly and unexpeet-
edly in convulsions. No post-niortem examination was
permitted.

The mother had no recurrence of convulsions, and regained
consciousness in a few hours after the operation.

She remained well till the fourth day after, when sbe de-
veloped a pneumonia affecting the right lower lobe.

This attack terminated on the ninth day, thirteen after de-
livery, but two days Irter the upper lobe of the saine lung
becaie similarly involved, and she died on the sixteenth day
after delivery.

The operation wound lad completely healed, and involution
had proceedecd satisfactorily.

The causes of death of infants who died in hospital, after
delivery. were as follows:

Hydrocephalus. 1; premature birth, 5; hemorrhage neona-
toruni, 2; birth injuries, 4; cord infection, 1; atelactasis, 1;
parotid abscess, 1; artificial feeding, 4; pneumonia, 1.

The maternal deaths resulted from the following conditions:
Acute miliary tuberculosis, apparently originating from an

old tubercular knee; pneumonia, following vaginal section for
eclampsia; and mitral stenosis, from which condition the
patient was more or less water-logged on admission some weeks
before delivery.

In presenting this report, I take the opportunity of express-
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ing my appreciation of the work of the Nurses and louse Staff,
to whom much of the credit for the very low morbidity rate
must be given, and to whose faithful discharge of duty in the
carrying out of instructions the satisfactory working of the
department has been made possible.

To Drs. Crawford and Magwood I am deeply indebted for
their hearty co-operation in the work of the department. It is
to Dr. Magwood's untiring efforts in the indexing and filing of
histories that this report of the year's work must be credited.

I wish to express my thanks for the ready and cheerful
adoption of my suggestions regarding the administration of
the department and the prompt furnishing of all instriuments
and appliances requisitioned for by me.

Faithfully yours,
FREDERICK FENTON.

;5 Bloor Street East.



CANADIAN TRAINING SCHOOLS FOR NURSES.*

BY Miss CLARA GREENE,
SuperintAndont of the General Hospital, Belleville.

Trained nursing is the outcome of the reformation that lias
been gradually taking place in the practice of medicine. WVe
know that there are preventive and curative agents outside of
pills, powders and dosage; for, however good the treatment may
be, to be of value it must be carried out fully and faithfully, and
the ordinary hygiene of the sick room, the special rules for siclk

..diet, must be observed by a person of intelligence, tact and
unwearying vigilance, or a great deal of the work of the physi-
cian is lost.

As early as 1859 Florence Nightingale felt this, and handed
over the fund that had been presented to lier after her work in
the Crimean War, to St. Thomas' Hospital, for the purpose of
opening a school for the training of women in the care of the
:sick and the wounded. This school was called the Nightingale
Institution. Unfortunately, the class and the number of women
who entered it did not give promise of great success to the move-
ment. They were women who saw before them the prospect of a
respeetable and comfortable living without undue expenditure
-of labor.

About 1868 an appeal was made to Miss Nightingale for
assistance in reorganization, and a new order of things was insti-
tuted. After an almost wholesale weeding out of the old nurses,
a better class of women were taken on as nurses, sisters and
hospital superintendents. Two classes of probationers were given
instruetion--probationers and special probationers. The former
,class included those who received during their year of training
from the Niglitingale Fund payment in money and elothing to
the value of about £16, or $80. The latter paid £30, or $150, for
maintenance during the year of their training. This arrange-
-ment was made to give gentlewomen an opportunity to qualify
themselves in the practice of hospital nursing. .The training
oecupied ouie completé year. after which they were expected to
continue their work for three years in connection with the hos-
pital or some institutionfor the care of the sick.

Even this improved training did not supply the need nor give
the comprehensive education required to elevate nursing to a

% Read before the Canadian Society of SupCrintcndents- ot Training Schools for Nurses.
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scientific art, although it was the only systematie one given in
England at the time. In the Lancet of May 21st, 1872, we find
the following:

"The importance of efficient and skilled nursing in the man-
agement of the sick is now so thoroughly understood and appre-
ciated that we do not hesitate to acknowledge our satisfaction in
meeting with the following paragraph in a notice circulated
among the influential members of the profession in London and
the aristocracy generally: 'It is proposed to establisli an institu-
tion in this country similar in its objects and constitution to the
Frauen Verein, of Darmstadt, Germany. It will be intended
chiefly for the education of ladies vho are anxious to devote
themselves to nursing as a profession.'

This institution was called the National Nursing Association.
FVrom these beginnings we find the spread of training schools

for nurses to the other hospitals in London and England, across
the Atlantic to the United States and to Canada. The year 1872
saw the opening of three training schools for nurses in the
United States, namely. Bellevue, New H aven and the Massa-
chusetts General, all three being the outcome of the conditions
existing during and after the Civil War, and brought about by
the earnest efforts of a few charitably disposed ladies. with the
expenditure 6f much time. labor and money. The training
received at these schools was to fit women to care for the sick
poor.

In Canada, the town of St. Catharines was the first.to follow
the lead of Miss Nightingale. In the year 1873 plans were laid
for the establishing of a training school for nurses in connection
with the General and Marine Hospital, whieh had been founded
by Dr. Theophilus Mack in 1865.

Dr. Mack was untiring in his efforts to promote the useful-
ness of the hospital, and to his remarkable enterprise is largely
due the fact that a training school for nurses was established in
St. 09tharines long before the larger cities of the Dominion had
taken this question up, and, indeed, at a time when nurse train-
ing schools were practically unknown on the continent. and only
a few of the larger hospitals in Great Britain were known to be
training nurses.

Dr. Mack and those connected with him. being anxious to
introduce into Canada the system of training that was proving
such a success in the old land, Miss Money, the matron of the
hospital, was commissioned to go to London, England, for the
purpose of bringing out two trained nurses and 'others willing
to be taught, to the numiber of five or six.
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In the winter of 1873 Miss Money sailed upon this mission.

She returned early in 1874, bringing with her three trained
nurses from Guy's Hospital, London, and by June of the saine
year St. Catharines Training School for Nurses was established.
It was afterwards given the naine of the Mack Training School,
in honor of its founder.

This, the oldest school in Canada, lias been in existence con-
tinuously for thirty-five years, and is to-day one of the best
known of the smaller training schools.

In the Canada Lancet, July 31st, 1877, we read as follows:
"It is proposed to establisli a training school for -nurses in con-
nection with the General Hospital, Toronto. Miss Goldie, Lady
Superintendent of the Hospital, will assume the management.
She has had considerable experience in the Franco-Prussian war
and in British and Continental hospitals, and is, therefore,
eminently qualified for such an undertaking.

It was not, however, until four years later, April, 1881, that
the training school in connection with this hospital was really
established. Up to this time the nurses were of the type fouud
in all hospitals prior to the establishment of training schools.
Educational advantages were not considered essential, and,
indeed, most of these women were of the charwoman type, and
were more anxious to keep up their own spirits by an occasional
touching of their lips to the bottle than to concern themselves
about the comfort and welfare of their patients. They slept in
rooms off the wards, and took their meals in the basement.

In 1884 the training school was reorganized on a modeLn
basis, under the management of Miss Snively (a Canadian. and
a graduate of Bellevue Hospital, New York), the present Super-
intendent of the school, and from this time forth the spirit of
improved nursing was abroad in our land. •

The training school of the Toronto General Hospital is the
largest in Canada at present, having one hundred and ten pupil
nurses on the roll. .

In the year 1876 two training schools were organized, one in
connection with the Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, and
the other in connection with the General Hospital. at Kingston.

In the years which followed the number of schools for nurses
grew apace in connectioi with hospitals large and small. Of
these we will only have time to mention a few of the more
important.

The Lady Stanley Institute for Trained Nurses, Ottawa, or-
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-ganized in 1890, at the suggestion of Lady Stanley, wife of the
-Governor-General of Canada at that time, and named after her.
This was an independent corporation, though the pupils received
their practical training in the wards of the County of Carleton
General Protestant Hospital and in the Ottawa Maternity Hos-
pital.

In March of the year 1901 the Lady Stanley Institute vas, by
Act of Parliament, amalgamated with the County of Carleton
General Protestant Hospital. The training school then became
an integral department of the hospital, under the same manage-
ment and control. The Act provides that it shall be maintained
by the hospital, and continue to be known as the Lady Stanley
Institute for Trained Nurses.

Another of the schools organized about this time was that in
connection with St. Michael's Hospital, Toronto, opened in 1892
vith five pupil nurses. This sehool has now 45 pupil nurses.

The oldest and best known sehool in British Columbia is that
of the Royal Jubilee, in Victoria, founded in 1897 in commem-
oration of the Diamond Jubilee of our late Queen.

In Manitoba, the Winnipeg General has been doing good
work for a number of years.

In Lower Canada, the honor of establishing the first training
school (1890) belongs to the Montreal General Hospital. Many
attempts made previous to this date had ended in failure. As
early as 1870 a matron was selected and sent out to this hospital
'by iliss Nightingale, but after a few years of uphill work sbe
returned to England. Whether the methods employed were at
fault. or whether those in authority failed to grasp the situation,
it is difficult to say; but the various attempts. as I have said
'before, were dismal failures. Like all other hospitals of that
period, thc Montreal General had its trials, the same faulty
methods prevailing there as elsewhere. The hurses vere hired
by the month, and treated as servants, but neither housed nor
fed as well as the servants of to-day. To-day the Montreal
General is the second largest school in the Dominion, having

-eighty-five pupil nurses.
Montreal aiso boasts of another large school, the Royal Vie-

toria Hospital, organized in 1894. the pupil nurses on the roll
this year numbering seventy-six.

When we remember that thirty-flve years ago there was but
one training school in Canada, and that to-day we have over one
'hundred well-organized schools, and over fifteen hundred pupil
·nurses in training, we feel that we have every reason to be proud
-of our position in the nursing vorld.
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.RENEWED RESEARCH ON THE SUBJECT OF ACUTE
OVERSTRAINING OF THE HEART.*

BY PROFESSOR SCHOTT. M.D., NAUrmM.

My Lord Duke, Ladies, and Genflc»ie,-Before proceeding
to read you my paper on acute overstraining of the heart, allow
me to express my sincere thanks to the distinguished faculty of
the West London Post-Graduate Medical College for the great
honor they have conferred upon me by their kind invitation to
-deliver this address this evening.

While in the first half of the last century the valvular affec-
tions of the heart, with their train of symptoms, received the
almost exclusive attention. of the iedical world. the chronic
diseases of the cardiac muscle, and above all its functional dis-
turbances, became later on the subject of much closer investi-
gation. The organie changes in the heart muscle were in many
cases not difficult to determine, either microscopically or more
especially under the microscope, but it was otherwise in the case
of those disturbanees which we denote as purely functional. And
it was here that-as must be familiar to everybody. especially in
this country-the pioneer work of Peacock. and his observations
on Cornish miners, acquainted us with the true Character of
cardiae overstraining, Frorna that time forward this chapter of
cardiac pathology has never ceased to command the sustained
·and watchful interest of the medical world. Furthermore. the
great development of athletic sports whieh has taken place dur-
ing the last two decades. especially here in England, lias greatly
increased the' number of cases of cardiac overstraining which
in consequence came under medical observation. These observa-
tions of Peacock were confirmed later on by the investigations
of Myers, Clifford, Allbutt. Da Costa. Johann Seitz, Miinzinger,
and others. Nevertheless. knowledge of the true facts concern-
ing overstrain of the heart could only win its way very slowly,
for many declared themselves to be definitely opposed to the
new teaching. whilst others spoke with very great caution and
made known to the world their manifold doubts on the question,
as, for instauce, Von Schroetter. E. Seitz. and Strümpel. It was

DeHlvered at thie opening of-he Winter SeRsion of the WPst London Post.Graduates
College, on Oct.ober Ilth. »M0.
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the investigations of Leyden and Fraentzel which once more gave
a fresh impetus to the researches on this subject.

I myself have reported in the year 1890 at the Ninth Con-
gress of Internal Medicine in Vienna a series of experiments
whieh I made in order to determine whether bodily overstraining
could produce alterations in a healthy heart, and also to deter-
mine eventually the nature of such changes. For this purpose
I selected young, robust individuals, from 14 to 32 years of age,
whose previous state of health, as well as the physical examina-
tion to which I subjected them, showed them to be froe from any
anomaly of the heart whatever. I made two of them wrestle
with one another, resisting or lifting each other, until a high
degree of dyspnea had been produced by the previously in-
creased muscular straining. In a second series of experiments,
in order to increase the dyspnea and render the cardiac action
still more difficult, I fitted a leather belt close under the costal
arch of the subjects and made them wrestle while thus ham-
pered. In both series of experiments I actually did find that,
when such severe physical overstrain leads to dyspnœa, the
heart undergoes a greater or lesser amount of dilatation. This
I designated as acute cardiac dilatation, which, of course,
is to be regarded as a temporarily abnormal, but not
as a pathological, condition. This, as I mentioned at the time, is
evidenced by the fact tha.t in healthy, robust persons such an
artificially produced cardiac dilatation can generally recede
entirely within a very short time, often in one or two minutes.
I must add that in my first experiment the cardiac dilatation
w'as determined, not only by a colleague and with ordinary per-
cussion of the absolute cardiae dulness, but also by myself, and
according to the method of ny brother, August Schott, consist-
ing in the percussion of the total heart limits with lateral limita-
tion. The experiments I made with this method on animals, as
well as the investigations conducted by me later on in the Berlin
Maison de Santé on the human cadaver, have shown the possi-
bility of determining the anatomical limits of the heart by
means of this kind of percussion.

'When, subsequently, the heart and its movements were made
evident to the eye by means of the Roentgen rays, I found all
the observations I had made by percussion fully confirmed, not
only by the determination of the h'eart limits on the barium
platino-cyanide sereen, but by Roentgen photographs as well.
It is especially these that show the expansion of the left ventriele,
and notably with a depressed diaphragm. In order to find the
true measures I rendered the nipples visible by means of small
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pieces of thin sleet lead, while by fixing the body of the subject
under examination with straps around the head and shoulders.
also by very exact drawings of the outlines of the feet on the
floor, I had taken care to place the man always accurately in
the same position relative to the apparatus, before wrestling and
after. I had marked the nipples exactly by making dots on
gelatine strips, and using these as reference marks, I could verify
their being again in the same place at the second examination.
Naturally, only sucl experiments were regarded as conclusive in
w hicl all these precantions were rigidly adhered to. It was also
the purpose of the above-described experiments to show that by
a succession of bodily over-exertions the clinical picture of
chronic eardiac overstraining may be developed. For, as I men-
tioned at the time, chronie overstraining of the heart is to be
regarded as the result of a repetition of excessive muscular
efforts. lu order to illustrate this point. I also added to ny
article the description of a few cases, and I found my views to
coincide with the observations of Peacock. Clifford Allbutt,
Fraentzel, Leyden, and several others.

Not only my experimental researches, but also my statements
concerning especially such cardiac anomalies as follow the in-
dulgence in excessive athletic sports, soon found confirmation
in tlie works of Mendelsohn, and more particularly in the en-
largements of the heart found in bicyclists by Albu and in ski
runners by Henschen. Indeed, it seemed for a while as if chronie
<ardiac overstraining, solely produeed by flie cumulative effeet
of repeated and abnormally strong muscular efforts. was to be
incorporated as a picture si generis of cardiac pathology. This.
however, did not last long. The former objection was heard
again, that no heart can undergo permanent dilatation or hyper-
trophy through severe muscular overstrain unless previously
altered, either in structure or in function. In this connection
doubts were also entertained whether, in iny experimental inves-
tigations on acute overstraining of the heart, the subjects of the
experiments had been entirely normal. These doubts were
especially accenttuated by the orthodiagraphic examinations of
Moritz, Aug. Hoffmann, and de la Camp. Not only do these
experimenters claim to have found in the course of their investi-
gations no cardiac changes at all, or at best very insignificant
ones, but they even state that they observed cases -where a diminu-
tion in size of the heart had actually occurred. About the saine
time, as we shall sec further on, others confirmed. on the
strength of their own researches, the occurrence of acute cardiae
dilatatior following acute overstrain in previously healthy indi-
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viduals. Owing to naterial causes it was only in the year past
that I was able to undertake further experiments on the subject
whieh interests us here. aid it is upon these. as well as upon
other correlated experiences gained. that I wish to report here
as briefly as possible. The first question to be considered is
w'hether it is possible for a healthy heart muscle to hypertrophy
froin an excess of work.

If this question be answered in the affirmative. the question
would also be answered whether an excess of work will cause a.
heart muscle to dilate. since nowadays there is hardly a diver-
gence of opinion regarding the theory that dilatation is the
prinary, hypertrophy the secondary lesion. The old view of
Fraentzel to the contrary may now be considered as contro-
verted, while that of Thuri. Jirgensen, J. Bauer, and others is,.
with few exceptions. generally considered to be correct. It lies
in the very nature of the ease-and ny brother was the first to-
call attention to the faet-that in such, conditions we have. only
to deal witlh an accumulation of blood in the cardiae cavities-
in other words. with a passive. congestive dilatation, as opposed
to a dilatation by compensation. And now the fine experiments
of Kiilbs on young dogs working a long time on the endless in-
clined plane have revealed that eardiac hypertrophy dite to work
does oceur, without arterio-sclerosis. without kidney affections,
even without increase in size of other parts of the inuscular
systein. Kilbs communicates the results of the post-mortem
examination of the hearts of sueh dogs as "follows: "Through.
physieal work we ean succeed in bringing about. in young dogs
of the saine litter. of the saie sex, and approximately of the
same weight. a fairly considerable. inerease of weight of the
heart. both absolute and relative. The proportion of heart to-
bodily weiglt changes in this sense. that the working dog ac-
quires a cardiae. weight approaching that of the roe-deer. whereas
the dog kept for verification and comparison of resuilts showed
the proportional weights to be those of the ox."

It is thus physiologieally establisled that simple performance
of labor ean lead to hypertrophy of the heart. But in men also
it has been proved beyond a doubt tiat there is sucli a thing as
pure. simple, cardiae hypertrophly. The exaggerated pursuit of
athletic sport. whie.h during the last 20 years lias been con-
stantly on the increase, lias eonfirmed all the observations
reported in ny first publication. and one may lind a large
number of communication concerning cases where it was simply
the physical overstraining due to excessive indulgence in athletie
sports that impaired the hitherto healthy heart and led to elronie
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cardiae overstrain, even in youths who had not suffered fron
previous maladies inor indulged in the inordinate use of alcohol,
tobacco, coflee or tea. This is shown in numerous examples,
wlhich eau be found in the extensive literature -we already have
on this subject, iv very exact clinical histories as well as in the
increased size of the heart found by means of the most diverse
methods of percussion, also with the Roentgen rays, including
the orthodiagraphic process. I need only liere make a passing
reference to the fact that sudden strong emotion, fright, or
shock, are liable to produce very injurious effects on the hcart,
and niedical men have ample opportunity of observing how pro-
longed anxiety or mental overstrain often impair the muscles
and nerves of the heart. Von Frey, in his physiological work.
very correctly points out that one finds dilatation with eardiae
hypertrophy as the result of continued physical overstrain in
persons whose hcarts had not been subjeeted to any other noxious
influences. And it is just exactly to this fact that I should like
to call especial attention. Al the former allegations regarding
chronie cardiac overstrain hiaving thus been confirmed, the only
question requiring further consideration is. whether severe
bodily overstrain is capable of exercising a direct efeet upon
the heart-in other words. whether abnormally severe muscular-
strain can bring about acute cardiae dilatation.

First of all, I should here like to meet tlie objection that ny
cases were persons whose hearts were abnornal, debilitated. or·
suffering from functional alterations. I experimented on 14
robust youths and young men, from 14 to 34 years of age, and
with many of them I frequently repeated the experiments. I
have kept most of them under supervision for nany years. and
to the present day their hearts have reiained healthy vithout
exception. As before nentioned, Mendelsohu, Albu, lensehen and'
many others bave recently confirned the facts which I had estab-
lished by percussion. Once more I must promise that the re-
sults I had obtained with -percussion were corroborated by ny
radiograms in 1897. Not only did I find a cardiac dilatation,
but also a change of form of the heart, which was oval before
the experiments. whereas after the wrestling tlie dilated heart
had acquired a more cireular form, this vith the diaphragin
forced downwards. The left cardiac half. whicli did not reach
the nipple line before, extended be.yond it after the overstrain.
The change of forni as such is a fact. There night at most be
a difference in the elongation of the transverse diameter due to-
shadow projection, but this cannot be of consequence, since by
proper selection of the time of exposure, the person under exam-
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ination being in the saine position, the heart lies close to the
anterior thoracie w'all, so that really only the thickness of the
chest wall woulI have to be considered. And now the question
arose whether, and to what extent, orthodiagraphic examinations
give us better results.

It is not to be doubted that the discovery of orthodiagraphy
by Moritz means a progress in the examination and observation
of the interior of the body, this being especially the case where
it is a question of determining the size of organs at rest or of
foreign bodies within the organisi. But it is a different matter
when it comes to the determination of the size of organs in
motion, of which one wishes to make comparative observations
at different times. Not only does this apply to the heart but
to other organs as well, such, for instance, as the stonach or the
intestines while in motion, etc. For we should not forget that
every orthodiagran we obtain is the orthogonal. therefore the
veitical projeetinn of the grcatest extension in one plane. This
plane is invariably the saine in the resting iminovable body, and
therefore in this way we always obtain the sane exact size. of
this body. It is quite different. however. with organs whose
position changes more or less, like the beating heart. And we
shall see that it is exactly these inovements of the hcart that have
to be considered in our experiments. In his extensive vork on
the subject. Guttmann lias already pointed out that with ortho-
diagraphy rotation of the body or changed position of the indi-
vidual could. in repeated delineations or drawings of the cardiae
boundaries in different planes, lead to differences of froi 3 to 2
centinetres and more. Excepting a paper read by Hloffinann in
a former congress. 1 nowhere find any indication that in the
experinents made on ien or animals the sane attitude and posi-
tion had actually been naintained duîring the orthodiagraphie
exaiinations made at different times. This- repeated use of t'he
saie eauvas frane does not of itself offer any guarantee of an
identity of position. Attemnpts have been made of late to obtain
pliotographs of the heart with the shortest possible exposure,
even in a fraction of a second, and also -with the kinenatograph.
Apart from the fact tiat the resuilting pictures are often wanting
in clearness, we never know positively in whieh phase of lie
heart cycle such photographs -were made.

Quite recently, in the course of my work.at Nauheim. the two
following cases. amongst others. have corne under imy notice.
which exactly illustrate my theme. The first case is. that of a
medical colleague. aged 38 years. whose roentgenogram had been
taken by medical inen experienced in taking orthodiagrans. and
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these skiagrams had shown an enlarged heart. The dilated
stomach had displaced the heart outwards and upwards. As
soon as normal conditions of the digestion were restored, the size
of the heart was found by percussion to be normal, and there
remained, without any other abnornality whatsoever, only a
simple neurosis of the heart, which simple treatment by means
of baths, exorcises with resistance and massage, speedily im-
proved. The second case is that of a Russian lady, aged 44
years, -who has for several years .had myocarditis on a basis of
diabetes. with the heart dilated to the right and to the left. Both
the mitral and aortie valves had systolie murmurs. In addition,
there were pronounced- symptoms of angina pectoris; yet in
spite of all this the orthodiagrani taken in Berlin, as also the
eleetrocardiogram showed absolutely normal conditions.

I have already on former occasions called attention to the
fact that in order to avoid errors it was necessary to resort to
the use of exact marks on the persons to be examincd, and in
certain cases to fixations that do not interfere with the respira-
tion. It is exactly this iwhich is shown in the heart silhouettes
in de la Camp's work. and which were made according to the
rules laid down by Moritz. Not only does, as de la Camp states,
a changed location of the diaphragm and increased thoracie
circumference after wrestling take place, nay, the subject under
examination, after the experiment, lias actually taken an on-
tirely different position relative to the apparatus. This is elearly
evident from the faet that the position of both nipples. relative
to ai hypothetical horizontal plate, is different before and after
the wrestling, this difference allowing a fourfold decrease in
size of the heart silhouette amounting to i4 centimetres. In
other words, the second results were obtained in an entirely
diferent plane from the first nes, and therefore, even for this
reason, they are not to be considered as conclusive. The draw-
ings published by Aug. Hioffumaun cannot be accurately judged
of, since neither the right nipple nor the location of the dia-
phragm is depieted in theu. After all that has been said, it is
hardly necessary to naintain that, in view of the possibilities
of suci great sources of error, we are still far from being able
to determine the superficies of the heart within one single square
centimetre. or its contents in a quarter, half. or in a whole cubie
centimetre. But, as we shall sece further on, the possibility of
other sources of error will also have to be considered.

A number of further observations have been reported mean-
while by other authors, and these are likely to throw more light
on the question of overstraining of the hcart. According to the
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orthodiagraphie examinations by the three investigators men-
tioned, it appeared as if great interference with the cardiac
funetions, changes which, in his experiments on dogs, de la Camp
produced artificially in the cardiac valves as well as in the heart's
muscular apparatus, had no innnediate deleterious effect. And
yet the observation of such changes in men should already lead
to misgivings, for great dilatation follows acute valvular inflam-
mation. To give a few exanples. Beck, in his work, " Touring
and the Heart," reports on 31 young men. in 28 of vhon he had
occasion to observe the immediate effect of mountain.-climbing.
We are, above all, interested in his statement that there had been
no previous illnesses. and that mountain-climbing, whieh siniply
pròduced palpitation and shortness of breath. was followed not
only by cardiae symptoms but also immediate dilatation. which
he vas able to demonstrate by percussion, in one case even by
radioscopy. He saw, just as I did. such dilatations disappear in
a very short time, often after a few minutes. and lie shares my
opinion that it is only a matter of over-aecumulatioin of blood
within the heart cavities. Beck reports other cases in -which
the dilatation persisted for a longer time, though in the healthy
heart never longer than until the following day. But lie also
saw cases wliere, solely through frequently repeated mountain-
climbing, in persons that otherwise had always enjoyed perfect
health, the picture of myocarditis as well as that of mitral insuffi-
ciency developed itself. Staclielin. in his observations on Swiss
recraits. also pointed ont that mouitain-elinibing nay lead to
acute dilatation of the heart in previously he.althy young men,
while Düims shows how. simply on account of the severer strain to
which soldiers' are subjected nowadays, the numniber of cardiae
affections is on the increase in the arinies of the different coun-
tries. Beyer attributes this evil to the ever-increasing indul-
gence in the sport of bieycling.

Two years ago Baldes. IHeichelheini. and Metzger reported
the observations they had made on a number of young men,
otherwise in excellent health. after a mareh of 100 kilometres
(60 miles) in one day. In a relatively large percentage of the
examinations, by means of percussion of the absolute-heart limnits,
they found dilatation. It is especially to this work that I shall
have occasion to revert again. The number of observations on
the influence of bicycling on the heart is especially large, and
the deleterious effect of this sport is confirmed by nearly al of
them. This is particularly evidenced in racing, where heart
troubles have been observed in relatively large minibers, also in
cases where no other injurious factor was present. But in oppo-
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sition to these observations we again have others, in which, even
after vcry strenuous physical labor, no enlargement of the heart
could be deionstrated, whether by percussion or by radioscopy. I
only refer here, among others, to the investigations of Pfeiffer,
published a few months ago, which lie conducted on men. partly
after protracted marches, partly after bicycling tours. In this
eategory also belong the observations of Schieffer, to 'which I
shall shortly revert. But the objections are by no means ex-
hausted herewith. Even diminution in size of the heart after
overstrain was found by meaus of orthodiagraphic examinations,
such. moreover, as could not possibly be attributed to changes
of position of the diaphragm-for instance, the examination
made on swimmers by Kienböck, Selig, and Beck, and whieh led
to the risky theory that the heart was relieved by the increasing
dlow of blood to the abdomen.

This confliet of opinion grows in importance if we cousider
the following facts: Dr. Baldes, Dr. Heichelheim. and Dr.
Metzger kindly allowed me to avail myself here of the results
of their unpublished experiments. These gentlemen Last year
deterniined the heart limits on healthy persons, orthodiagraph-
ieally, before and again after a march of 100 kilometres in one
day. Moreover, these orthodiagrams were made -with the dia-
phragm in the same position, partly by an expert official of the
United Electrotechuical Institute of Frankfort o/M., Asehaffen-
burg. and partly by Dr. Baldes, who for two years almost daily
iade radiograms with Rieder in Munich. And now. instead of
the enlargenient of the heart formerly made apparent by per-
eussion. they found a reduction in size. The copies of their
orthodiagraims. which you sec here, show very changing pie-
tiires. Sometimes we notice au enlargement of the right cardiae
half with a reduction in size of the left half, then again the
reverse is' the case. But most striking above all is the great
difference of form in the heart before and after the narch.
Partieularly instructive is the case of a man who had made a
very quick raun of several hundred metres and had been ortho-
diagraphed while laboring with dyspnea. The enlargement of
the rigit half of the heart amounts here to 1 centimetre. On
the other hand, the left hall not only shows you a transverse
diameter reduced by 3 centimetres, but the totally changed and
flattened forin makes it evident that the orthodiagrai of this
heart was taken in an entirely different plane after the ran than
before. The difference in position of the nipples, relative to
each other, in the pietares taken before and after the march,
argues in favor of this. Like those of Hoffmann. all these
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orthodiagrams were made while the person under examination
was in the ereet position.

Last year a paper was published by Dietlen and Moritz,
according to which they also found smaller hearts after bicy-
eling. This paper exactly proves that it is by no means sufficient
to register the results of orthodiagraphie examinations; aliso that
orthodiagraphy of the quickly beating heart is still far re-
noved from constituting an unobjectionable method for the
determination of its size. Disregarding the fact that in these
examinations by DietIen and Moritz, it is not conclusively proved
that the cardiac dianeter obtained before and after, bicycling
represent identical cardiac planes, the cases described do not
at all cone under theli head of genuine acute overstraining of
the heart such as I produced in my experiments. As evidenced
by the communications themselves of both-named authors, their
subjects of experiments did not have any albuminuria or appa-
rent palpitation, as found by other authors, neither did any
dyspnœa develop itself during the entire trip. Judging fron
this, there may have been a straining involving a quicker pulse,
also great fatigue. but a real overstrain was out of the question.
Aud yet this is of capital importance.

Schieffer, 'who vorks in Moritz's clinie, did not, with ortho-
diagraphy, find any change in the heart w'hatever .immediately
after bicycling. Regarding the degree to which the straining
was carried, whether or not to c the extent of dyspna, lie fails
to inpart any information. So that here also there is no agree-
ment between the facts as found and the o'thodiagraphic
examinations alrcady mentioned. Yet this ought to be the case,
were it not that, so far as the beating heart is concerned, ortho-
diagraphy shares with other methods of examination the disad-
vantage of inherent sources of error.

Last autunmn, and before I had any knowledge of tie investi-
gations above mentioned, I began to verify orthodiagraphically
the results of my former experiments on acute overstraining of
the heart. Again I had the wrestling and resistance exercises
performed by nen in absolute health. of unobjectionable health
record, w'hose hearts exhibited normal limits and normal fane-
tions. The dispositions were exactly the same as in my former
investigations. Measurements and drawings were taken only
after excessive dyspncea, profuse perspiration, palpitation, etc.,
had manifested themselves. Examinations of the blood pressure
and sphygmographie drawings were dispensed with, their results
beiug suffieiently known. The radiograms wer« obtained in St.
Mary's Hospital in Frankfort o/M., partly by the director of
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the hospital's Roentgen cabinet, Sanitätsrat Dr. Schmidt, partly
by Mr. Dessauer, director of the United Eleetrotechnical Insti-
.tute of Frankfort o/M.. Aschaffenburg. They were made with
Dessauer's trochoscope-orthodiagraph, it being claimed that this
apparatus furnishes the most reliable results.

And now, before closing, I should like in a. few words to revert
to the question as to what might be the causes that led the
several experimenters to sucli different results regarding the
dimensions of the heart in cases of acute overstraining. First
of all, we have to consider the circumstance that the determina-
tion of the cardiae dimensions may have been made under very
different conditions. One investigator, for instance, may have
examined during the period of pulmonary inflation; another one.
perhaps, after the heart's dilatation had already diminished;
while a, third one may have determined the maximum cardiae
extension w'hile tlie heart muscle w'as in the state of greatest
relaxation. Of course, it is evident that anyone who did not
take part cannot render a reliable verdict on the correetness of
the several results of percussion. True, the observations, as well
as the nature of the experiments thems'elves, often differ so mucli
that it is difficult to compare them with eaci other. To illus-
trate: Zuutz and Schumberg examined soldiers who had climbed
high mountains, laden with accoutrements, until difficulty of
breathing ensued, and found, while simultaneously testing tie
inferior pulmonary limits, dilatations in the transverse cardine
diameter amou.nting to 2 to 3 centimetres, w'hich results Stae-
helin confirmed. How different the result in Altsclul's cases.
of which lie himself was the first subject of experiment. Namely.
after lie had bicycled a considerable timne on a bad road against
a strong head wind I noted-and so did he-marked cardiac
dilatation. On the other hand, lie himself, a trained fourist.
hardly found any cardiac changes at all in himiself or in other
trained tourists after a long stretch of mountain-climbing. To
be sure, they were also not troubled witi any particular diffi-
culty of breathing. Again, we have the very opposite iii the
results arrived at by Beck, the men lie experimented upon
having scaled. steep mnountains until dyspnoea set in. And just
compare Pfeiffer's results of his experiments on the effects of
protracted marches with those of Baldes, Heichelheim, and
Metzger, also those obtained on bicyclists by Pfeiffer vith those
of Albu.

The cause of the divergence between the experimental results
eau be traced without any great difficulty, for acecording to the
physiologieal researches of later years the heart is constructed in
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such a manner as to represent the niost perfect motor with vhich
we are so far acquainted, so that it is capable of answering to
the smallest stimulus with a maximum development of power.
Moreover, it possesses the faculty to adapt itself to changed de-
mands. Thus, for instance, the dog's heart is capable of taking
in six times its normal quantity of blood, and yet the left ven-
tricle succeeds in overcoming this amount and ceontracting again
coinpletely. Certainly the heart's work increases enormously
in overeoming such obstacles, and the increased intra-cardiae
pressure nust also.be taken into account. But it is a well-known
physiological fact that the dog, as far as the heart is concerned,
can bc subjected without detriment to considerably greater and
longer hardships than the human organism, althougli fortunately
the latter also possesses in its cardiac muscular apparatus and
in its vascular system all kinds nf temporary compensatory
arrangements. And to these compensatory powers it is due, as
I particularly stated in my first report, that the linits of over-
expansion of the healthy heart may lie far apart in the museu-
larly strong individual. At the same time we sec, nevertheless,
that the qualities of the heart as a muscle manifest themselves,
and to these also belong laxity and expansion as a consequence
of excessive strains.

My Lord Duke, Ladies, and Gentlemen, I am firnly con-
vinced that every physician, especially here in England. who
has the opportunity to observe a considerable number of eases
of heart affections will easily find confirmation of the fact that
in individuals previously normal, and solely through the most
different forms of overstraining, the heart may be brought first
to acute dilatation, and finally through its repetition to per-
manent dilatation, with all its consequent phenomena.-Lancet.
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BY PRoF. TAAV. LAITINEN, M.D.,
Professor of Hyglene, Director Of the Hygienic Institute of the University,

Meiber of tho Finnish Academy of Science.

Modern researches have done much to explain the extent and
nature of the protective powers by which the organism endea-
vors to defend itself against the attacks of all kinds of injurious
agencies, and especially against invasion by the germns of infec-
tive diseases. It is now a well-established fact bhat alcohol
wcakens the normal resisting power of the body against the
above-namued disease-producing influences. In the hope of cou-
tributing something to the explanation c± the way in which
alcohol weakens the organisi, I have niade a number of experi-
inents bearing upon the question of the influence of alcohol on
immunity.

Early in the present century careful experiments went to
show that alcohol certainly had some influence upon immunity.
Two Americans, Abbott and Bergey, were the first to discover
that this agent pro.luces a. dimninution of the homolytic comple-
ment in the blood-serum of certain animals which were tested.
They showed also that the formation of specifie hoemolytic recep-
tors (immune bodies) may be retarded by the action of alcohol.
C. Fraenkel, however. asserts that both large and small quanti-
ties of alcohol exercise a definite stimulant action upon the
formation of the immunising bodies.

R. Trommsdorff lias described a retarding influence exerted
by alcohol upon the formation of agglutinins in guinea-pigs.
Rubin speaks of the negative action of alcohol upon phagocytosis
in the case of staphylococcus, streptococcus, and pneumococcus,
E. Stewart has noted the effects of alcohol upon the opsonie
index for tubercle bacilli and also streptococci.

Alnost similar results have been obtained by P. Th. Müller,
Friedberger, and others in regard to the influence of alcohol
on the protective qualities of the blood generally.

I stated in a paper read at the last International Congress
on Alcohol, Îheld in Stockholm in 1907, that alcohol, e.ven in
smail quantities, causes a diminution of resistanee of red blood
corpuscles against a heterogeneous serui. I also then stated
that I had begun a series of further investigations relating to

Abtiact of the Third Norrnan Kerr Memorial Lecture, delivared in conneetion
wth the Twlth inernational Congrs on Alcosolis at. the Victoria and ,0bert
Mut;elm, Soiithi<ensington, London. Tue day, Jtily 20th, 1909.
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the question as it concerned the human body. The result of
these researehes up to the present time I now present in this
Norman Kerr Memorial Lecture. The persons experimented
upon numbered 223, beginning with myself. They were of
different classes and ages. There were medical professors and
other physicians, university Fellows, students of both sexes,
hospital nurses, school teachers of both sexes, waiters, and other
men and women of the working class. My studies have been
directed to an investigation of the following points:-

1. I sought to aseertain whether the resistance of human red
blood corpuscles against a heterogeneous normal serum or an
immune serum can be diminished by the use of alcohol.

2. I have studied the action of alcohol in drinking and
abstaining persons on the homolytic power of blood-serum over
heterogeneous red blood corpuscles (rabbits). I have studied
not only the homolytie power of the human blood-serum, but
also its power of precipitation in the presence of rabbit-serum,
with a view to ascertain if the reaction between a known
dilution of rabbit-serum and -a certain dilution of serum of
alcohol-users and non-drinking persons is different or not, and
if the reaction is more apparent with the former or with the
latter.

3. The resisting power of serum obtained both from alcohol-
drinking and from non..drinking persons was further tested by
human blood, with the object of discovering whether any differ-
ence in reaction existed between the same immune serum and
the two kinds of human sera above-mentioned.

4. I have studied the problem as to whether the homolytie
complement in the blood-serum of alcohol-drinking and non-
drinking persons is altered in any way by alcohol.

5. The bactericidal power of blood-serum from both alcohol-
drinking and non-drinking persons was determined by some
experiments.

The above experi-ments have given the following results:-
1. The normal resistance of human red blood corpuscles

appears to be somewhat diminished against a heterogeneous
normal serum or an immune serum by the consumption of
alcohol, provided that tolerably large equal, or nearly equal,
numbers of drinkers and abstainers of bobli sexes be examined,
and the average of resistance be taken on both sides, this last-
named precaution being necessary because the resistance of
red blood corpuseles from different human beings varies largely.
The difference is often greater when using iv ker dilutions
than when using stronger dilutions of lysin.
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2. These experiments have shown the normal homolytie
power of human -blood-serum to be Iess in the case of alcohol-
drinkers than in that of abstainers.

3. The preeipitating reaction between a solution of 1 per
cent. human blood-serum and different dilutions of immune
serum (obtained by immunising the animals with blood-serum)
was greater in the case of drinkers than in that of abstainers.

4. The complement action of human -blood-serum, according
to these experiments, was greater ln the stronger dilutions (0.4
to 0.04) and less in the weaker dilutions (0.2 to 0.0004) in the
case of drinkers than in that of abstainers; it was not, however,
much affected.

5. These experiments have -also shown that the bactericidal
power of ,blood-s'rum against typh.oid bacteria was less in the
case of drinkers than in that of abstainers.

It seems clear, therefore, that alcohol, even in comparatively
small doses, exercises a prejudicial effect on the protective
meehanism of the human body.-Mdical Press and Circular.

THE TREATMENT OF THE STOKES-ADAMS
SYNDROME.*

BY REYNOLD WEBB WILcox, M.D., LL.D.,
Professor of Med'cine at the New York Post-Graduate Medical School and

Hospital; Physician to St. Mark's Hospital, New York City.

The title of this paper may be misleading in that there is,
strictly speaking, no treatment of a syndrome, but rather, of the
underlying lesions of which the syndrome is the expression, and
of the patient presenting these symptoms.

Definition.-The syndrome consists of (1) bradycardia, (2)
cerebral attacks and (3) pulsation of cervical veins in excess of
pulse rate (Stokes, 1846; Adams, 1827).

Pathology.-In a few cases so-called urmia may be present.
The symptoms suggest vascular disease of the cerebrum analo-
gous to intermittent claudication (Huchard, also Gibson and
Jacquet, 1904) or disease of the medulla (Charcot). It nay be
the result of various infections, intoxications, or, possibly, of
prolonged use of digitalis.

Pathological anatomy.-Stokes' original opinion was that
there was always (1) organie disease of the heart muscle. Some

Read before-theArnerican Therapetitic.8ociety.
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instances were inexplicable after careful post-mortem examina-
tions, and so remained until the suggestion of Gaskell's bridge
(1883) and the discovery of the column (bundle) of His (1893)
and the work of Erlanger (1905, also Humblet and Hering) who
-demonstrated the results of interference with it. To (1) should
be added (2) localized disease of the column of His which may
be sclerotic change in the endocardium, gumma, cartilaginous
tumors, fatty infiltrations, with atrophy, or endarteritis in its
ertery, and (3) dromotropie inhibition of pneumogastrie result-
Ing from various lesions.

Synptoms.-To those cited in the definition of the syndrome
others must be added:

1. Cardiac; precordial oppression, pallor, anginal pain,
sweating, syncope.

2. Cerebral; consciousness suddenly and completely lost, ver-
tigo, epileptiform convulsions often preceded by an aura (olfac-
tory gustatory, auditory or tactile), apoplectiform attacks not
followed by paralysis during or after them.

3. Respiratory; stertorous breathing, rarely apnea, sone-
times Cheyne-Stokes breathing. Lassitude after the attack is
pronounced.

Signs.-Palpation of the cervical veins will show a difference
between their pulse-rate and that of the radial artery. The
stethoscope will determine auricular systoles in greater frequency
than the ventricular, and, finally, the fluoroscope will give
visible confirmatory evidence.

Diagnosis.-Strictly speaking, the Stokes-Adams syndrome
should not include those instances of bradycardia due to infec-
tions or intoxications. If these can be excluded and arterio-
sclerosis, especially of the coronaries, is believed to exist, the
diagnosis should be clear.

Prognosis.-This is uncertain, many die in the attack. Others
recover and may live for years. If a syphilitie history is obtain-
able, the outlook is much more favorable.

Treatment.-(1.) Prophylactie; avoidance of fatiguing exer-
cise, emotional excitement, ingestion of copious and indigestible
food, all of which have been assigned as valid causes. (2) Me-
-chanical; if cerebral symptoms are associated, the body should
be inverted, since, in some: instances, bulbar anemia may cause
heart block. (3) Medicinal; this must be based upon Erlanger's
observations, which demonstrate that, in complete heart block,
stimulation of the vagus has no effect, but when the liecelerator
is stimulated, the rate of both auricular and ventrieular systole
is iucreased. This rate is not affected by variations of general
blood pressure, by asphyxia or interference with the ordinary
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circulation. This would secem to exclude the use of the glyceryl
nitrate group, which is not successful, and the digitalis group,
whieh vould likely do harm. Of the remedies -which increase
the rate of cardiac beat, those mostly studied as to their effeet
on the ventricle, are atropine (hyoseyamine daturine, duboisine),
encaine and saponin. The following. which also increase its force,
ammonium salts, alcohol (ether. chloroform), cactus, arsenical
salts, quinine and strychnine, should be cited. Drugs which are
known to act upon the accelerator centre are anmionia, caffeine,
pierotoxin, caetus and staphisagria. Obviously, many of these
drugs present disadvantages. or are not of pronounced action,
so that they nay be excluded fron consideration.

Usually a combination of atropine for diminishing the tone
of the vagus terminations, in conjunction with strychnine for
increasing the force and frequency of the ventricular systoles,
has been advocated. 0f course, atropine is useless in affections
of the myocardium of which the syndrome -is the expression.
Alcohol has at times apparently shortened the duration of the
attacks. Theoretically cactus, which is found to both increase
the force and rate of ventricular -systole. as well as to act on the
accelerating centre, is indicated. Practically. in those instancés
in which I have employed it, recovery.from the*attack and sub-
sequent attacks, lias taken place. In the urgency of the symp-
toms, and they so appear, it should be preceded by ammonia and
the gravity'of the syndrome warrants its use by hypodermatie
injection. The fluid extract is the only preparation of cactus
which is recommended. and active specimens are readily obtained
at the pharmacies. The dose is thirty minims every hour or two,
so long as niay be required. After the acute attack is under
control, it is well to administer arsenie iodide, in doses of one
one-hundredth to one one-fiftieth of a grain. thrice daily, for a
considerable period of time.

Since gummata have been frequentiy found on post-mortem
examination, involving the colunm of His, inunetions of oleate
of meteury, or better, for immediate results, hypodermatie injec-'
tions of red mercurie iodide, in one per cent. solution in steril-
ized oil, in one-fourth grain doses daily should be administered.
The insoluble mercury salts have not yielded so favorable an out-
come in my hands. In these instances mercury is useful, no
matter how much time has elapsed since the primary lesion. In
addition to, and contempoaneous with, the .nercury, strontium
iodide should be administered, increasing up to massive doses.

In addition, a careful study of the patient should be made,
and all other pathological conditions carefully studied and, so
fat as is possible, rectified.-Monttiiy Cyclopedia.
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O 'REILLY.

Neuroretinitis from Typhoid Fever.
These cases are rare. Clothier declares that out of 200 cases

of optic neuritis investigated by Kampberstein, most of them
were caused by brain tumors, syphilis, tuberculosis, brain
abseesses, ineningitis; but in none vas the cause ty phoid fever.
Carpenter has reported two cases of mild bilateral papillitis, due
to typioid fever, in girls of seven and eleven years of age. Both
recovered. Reitter and Louber have reported a case in vhich,
during typhoid fever, there vas neuritis of the external papliteal
and then neuritis in the .left eye, with recovery in three -weeks.
Sourdille has reported three cases of papillitis with involvement
of the central vessels, during typhoid fever. All reevered.

Clothier claims that the visual disturbance is due either to
the effect of the toxines on the nerve elements or to vascular
changes.-Translated from Gio. lirnaz., by Harley Siith.

Typhoid Agglutination in Tuberculosis.
In some patients treated in Strasburg Hospital th- scrum

diagnosis of Widal having been tried, there was obtaine .ggiu-
tination of the typhoid bacillus, althougli the further course of
the disease or the autopsy proved that they w'ere cases of tuber-
culosis.

Subsequently special observations were made in a series of
cases of tuberculosis. These cases, most of whicli were severe,
were 26 in number, and in none of theni did the history show a
previous typhoid infection. The test of agglutinatiAn was made
not only on the typhoid bacilli, but also on the para-typhoid
A and B. The reaction was considered positive only when it was
produced at a dilution of 1 in 100 and was confirmed macro-
scopically. 0f the 26 cases, 8 gave a positive reaction (six times
with the typhoid bacillus, once with the para-typhoid A, once
with the para-t,- phoid B). Iw four other cases the agglutination
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was produced at a dilution of 1 in 50. In two of these cases a
first trial gave a negative result, but in further observations the
reaction became positive.

From these tests, it follo-.vs that the significance of the Widal
reaetion is not absolute, as the agglutination of the typhoid or
of the para-typhoid bacilli takes place somewhat frequently in
cases of febrile tubereulosis.-Translated from Giorn. Intern.,
by Harley Smith.

Digipuratum.

In an interesting article on "Digitalis and the Digitalis
Group," Robert Tissot, of Chaux des Fonds, Switzerland, writes
of digipuratum Knoll: This is an extract of digitalis leaves
from which the inert and irritating constituents have been re-
moved, as is the case with digitonin, for example. This extract
is tested by physiologie experiment on the hearts of batrachians;
its action consequently is always uniforni. One decigramn (11
grn.) of digipuratum acts the same as 1 decigram of active digi-
talis leaves. Its action is rapid and it produces no gastro-intes-
tinal disturbances.

A pastil of 1 deeigrami constitutes a single dose. As an
asystolie dose Il is best to give four pastils the first day, three
the second day, three' again the third day, and two the fourth
day, each dose half an hour after eating. Subsequent doses
should be adjusted according to values, to wit: 1 decigram of
digipuratuni is equivalent te 1 decigram of the very active
Icaves. According to the author's experience, which is extensive,
the digipuratum .of Knoll is the digitalis par excellence -when
time is mot pressing too mueh and when one may choose the
gastrie route. This remedy contains practically al the active
prineiples of digitalis. This is a great advantage, because, ae-
cording to a well-known biologie law, several agents acting in
the same way are better and are less toxie thau a single agent
whose aetivity would be equal to the combined activities of the
remedies coustituting the mixture.-Aner. Jour. Clin. MeZ.

The one lesson learned froin the trypsin treatment of carci-
noma is the beneficial effect of trypsin on many varieties of
chronie uleer. It nay be employed, without danger, in the form
of applications to the surface of the uleer.-American. Journal
of Surgery.
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Missed Labor. Peter MeEwan, M.A., M.B., F.R.C.S. Edin.
(Lancet, June 29. p. 1826).

A narried woman. aged 29. was admitted to hospital on
October 24. 1907. suffering from "abdominal tumor." Men-
struation lhad been regular until October 19, 1906, whien it ceased.
Her abdomen enlarged. milk appeared in the breasts, and she
felt quiekening. She had morning sie:ness and thought herself
pregnant. The abdominal swelling gradually increased and the
amenorrhoea persisted until May 19, wlhen there was a flooding
followed by a slight reddish vaginal discharge, occasionally of-
fensive, for 10 weeks. Since then two normal periods ocurred-
in September and early in October-but the loss w-as slight. She
had had a feeling of weight in the pelvis. mainly on the right
side. for the previous 5 months. and her strength did not return
satisfactorily. Her abdomen. diminished in size from May 19
onwards. She had two ehildren. 6 a d years old respcetively.
and had had one inisearriage (at 3 months) four years ago.
after whieh she was euretted.

There was a slightly hectie fdush on the eheeks. The mam-
m' were large and lax and showmd a well-marked areola and
secondary areola. no milk could be expressed. The abdomen
was distended to about the size of a 7 months' pregnancy. A
rounded tumor was felt risiug ont of flie pelvis and extending
about three fingers' breadth above the umbilieus. The upper
limit of the swelling w-as rather higier on the right than on
the left. and its lateral margins were 1 inih from the right
and 3 in. from the left anterior superior iline spines. The
tumor as a whole liad slight lateral mobility. It was firn. and
in the.rigiht loin hard, rounded bodies could be felt and erepitus
obtained. The cervix was firm and slightly mobile; the os
admitted the llnger-tip; the body of the uterns coulid not be felt
apart fron the rounded mass w-hii illed the îipper part of the
pelvis and constituted the lower portion of the rounded abdom-
inal tunior. There was a brownisl diseharge, slightly offensive.
The tenperature was 103.6°. the pulse was 130, and the respir-
ations were 30. The tongue was eoated. A vaginal douche was
given' thrice daily.

The temperature remained high. with morning remissions.
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ranging froin 98 to 103.6 deg. Difficulty was experienced in
attempting to pass the sound. Under ether it passed into the
uterus for 6 or 7 inches. The cervical canal w-as dilated first
w-ith Hegar's dilators, then with Bossi's dilators, slowly and
gently. The hand was passed into the uterus and the shoulder
of the fotus was found presenting. The uterine wall was feit
to be intact. The arm of the fotus was pulled down; the head
was out off with a sharp hook; the body and then the head were
extracted easily; the cord remained attached in utero. Mueh
dirty, offensive fduid escaped. A coil of snall intestine ap-
peared at the vaginal orifice. It protruded fron a rent in the
posterior part of the lower uterine segment, slightly to the
right of the middle line. The intestine was pushed up. The
abdomen was opened by median incision. The onentun and
bowel presented. A large, -abby uterus, necrotie, adherent to
the intestines, was exposed. It showed no sign of contraction,
and was very thin, except in the region of the placenta. The
necrotie wall had given way in several places, besides that felt
per vaginain. The upper part extended as far as the under
surface of the liver, to which it was adherent. The iterus was
dissected off froin intestine and omentum; parts of the latter
being necrotie were removed. A portion of the uterine wall was
too closely adherent to be removed with safety, and the surface
w-as pared -with seissors. The uterus and ovai-les were removed
and few bleeding vessels were tied. Sonie neerotie tissue ad-
herent to the under surface of the liver was scraped. and a drain
wvas left in the loin. The abdominal cavity was thoroughly
washed out with saline solution. A packing of iodoforni gauze
w-as left as a vaginal drain and the abdominal incision 'was
closecd vith through-and-through sutures of silkworn gut. Near
the end of the operation the pulse failed, and in spite of stimu-
lation death occurred at the end of 15 hours.

The placenta was firmly adherent. Only here did the uterus
show anything approaching normal thickness; in other parts
it w-as exceedingly thin and yellowish, and tore readily; there
was no obvious muscular structure. The upper part did not
bleed when torn. The fetus was not much short of tern.

Missed labor is so rare that the diagnosis was not made until
the sound had been passed into the uterus. No reason was found
for the -fooding and offensive discharge on May 19, when there
was apparentlv an attenpt at premature labor. The uterine
w-all, except at the placental site, 'was exceedingly thin and
friable. and incapable of any attermpt at contraction or at being
manipulated even gently without tearing. Consequently, the-
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treatment usually advocated, and tried at first-dilatation of
the cervix uteri and the removing the contents of the uterus per
vaginam-was inadvisable. It appeared impossible to deliver
the fetus per vaginan without rupture of the friable uterus.
Had abdominal section been performed first of all, the patient
would have had a better chance.

Dr. A. Dempsey (Brit. Med. Jour., Sept. 19, 1908) has re-
corded a case of missed labor in w'hich he dilated the eervix
and emptied and washed out the uterus. The patient was seven
months beyond term and made a, good recovery.-The Med.
Review.

Motor-car Miscarriage.
Among the frequent causes of abortion is direct mechanical

violence. This is operative in proportion to the severity of the
injury inflicted and the condition of the endometrium on which
the ovum is implanted. When this is healthy and the ovum
also, the patient will withstand considerable violence without
.abortion. A great shock or injury is sometimes better borne by
pregnant women than frequency of repeated shoek. A familiar
-example of this is found in abortion following the use of a
sewing machine driven by the foot. On the other band, a patient
-may sustain a severe fall. fracturing a limb, and not abort.

The presence or absence of consciousness when the injury
is received has also a distinct bearing. Under anmesthesia preg-
nant patients bear operations of considerable magnitude without
the interruption of gestation.

The use of a motor car is so conumon that abundant oppor-
tunity is afforded to study the effects of its use upon the health of
patients. In the early months of pregnancy motoring is fre-
quently followed by abortion.

Edward P. Davis (Ncw England Miedical Mondtly, May)
-eites at a meeting of the Obstetrical Society of Philadelphia two
illustrative cases, and continues:

"The reason why motoring should be dangerous to patients
in early pregnancy seems to lie in the fact that the rapid motion
of a motor car subjects the patient to very frequent small jars.
These are more or less violent in proportion to the character of
the road and the rapidity of the car and the case with -which '+
works. If the patient sits upon the rear seat of a large car, the
motion is usually greater and the shock received in passing over
:an obstacle much more than if she sits in front. In the latest
cars the weight is so distributed that the back seat is more coni-
fortable than in the older models. No matter how smoothly the
inotor car runs, unless it were upon a track its motion cannot bc
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as uniform and smooth as that of a railway train; hence the
greater danger to which it exposes the patient.

"The characteristies of abortion following motoring are its
slow and insidious development without bright hemorrhage and
pain, the ovum evidently separates from the wall of the uterus
very gradually, blood is extravasated and not poured out, and
pain is not excited until the uterus is so distended with blood
clot that it is made to contraet.

"While motoring is dangerous in early pregnancy, in the
latter months of gestation, with reasonable precautions, it may
prove exceedingly useful. As a means of obtaining fresh air
and inducing sleep during the heated months it is most bene-
ficial if patients can be induced to use reasonable precantions
against shoek, fatigue and chilling the surfaces of the body."-
Med. Review of Reviews.

A Plea for a Rational Puerperium.
Sm,-Dr. Hlaultain's suggestion that the rale of keeping the

puerperal patient in bed for several days after. her confinement
is a lingering relie of the taboo practice of seeluding the woman
until a rite of purification has been performed is very inter-
esting.

Rest in the reeumbent position, spare dieting, and seelusion
characterize the treatment of women both during menstruation
and the puerperium all over the uncivilized world, for the
reason that during these times a woman is looked upon as a
dangerous person. This we have all heard about. But what is
not so well known, perhaps, is that there are several exceptions
to the rule. And the exceptions vill, I am sure, prove interest-
ing to your readers, because they seeni to forestall von Alven-
sleben's effort to reform the present practice.

Among some races the patient is expected to get up and walk
about after the child is .born; among others she is made to occupy
a sitting position. This is donc, we are told, not out of ignorance
or carelessness, but deliberately, in order to facilitate the lochial
discharge. The following races. among others, practise or have
practised this treatment: The Germans (of the twelfth een-
tury), the Chinese, Japanese, Abyssinians, and certain Ameri-
can-Indian tribes.

It seems to be the case, and the delay of this reformation (if
it be a reformation) until the present time exemplifies it, that
nidvifery is the most conservative as well as the most ancient
branch of nedicine.-I am. etc.,

London. W. Dt. M'KENZE.
-Brit. Med. Jour.
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Fatal Case of Pernicious Voniting of Pregnancy.

.Dr. Drummond Maxwell (Journal of Obstetrics and Gyne-
cology for tke British Empire, May, 1909) reported this inter-
esting case before the regular meeting of the Obstetrical Section
of the Royal Society of Medicine:

The case occurred in a primigravida, oet. 26. The chief fea-
turcs of interest in the case lay in the difficulty of diagnosis,
since the patient, after admission to hospital, ceased vomiting,
and there was only the history of severe vomiting at home, un-
associated, however, with marked w'asting. The toxie nature of
the case did not reveal itself in any characteristic alteration of
the urine; there was no albuminuria; the only ominous signs on
admission were drowsiness and a very rapid, weak pulse; there
was no jaundice. Patient passed successively through stages of
restlessness, delirium, mania and -final coma. Autopsy revealed
hyaline degeneration and necrosis of the central cells of the
hepatie lobules, the kidneys also showing a severe parenchy-
matous nephritis; sections of both tissues were shown under the
microscope. The diagnosis of this distinctly atypical case was·
uncertain during life, and was based finally on the pathological
investigation post-mortem.-Review of Revicws.

Extract of Corpus Luteum in Disturbances of Artificial and'
Physiologic Menopause.

Morley, in the November number of the Journal of the Michi-
gan State Medical Society, reports his results in 18 cases. This
report is a continuation of the one that appeared in the August
number of the Detroit Medical Journal. The author used an
extract made from the corpora lutei of beef ovaries rather·
than an extract of the entire ovary, as the consensus of opinion
seems to be that the internal secretion of the ovary is produced
by the yellow body. The extract is given in five-grain doses,
three times a day, one-half to one hour before meals. His results
in 18 cases nay be summed up as follows:

Five were cured, 12 were improved and one obtained no relief.
Included in the 12 cases that were improved are grouped thoser
that are still taking the extract. A permanent cure nay result
in a few of the cases under treatment. Of the 18 cases. 14
suffered from disturbances of operative or artificial, and 4 from
those of natural or physiologie menopause. While the results:
obtained in so small a group of cases do not warrant the drawing·
of any deflite conclusions, still the author things that the re-
sults are favorable enough to justify a continuance of the treat-
ment in other cases, w'here there is a disturbance incident to
artificial or physiologie menopause.
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IN CHARGE OF J. T. DUNCAN.

The Prevention of Blindness.
The importance of this subject is again brought before uied-

ical men by an article by Bull, in the New York M.edical Journal.
"When it is remembered that about one-fourtk of all cases -f
blindness are caused by the ophthalmia of the new-born, and that
this can be almost absolutely checked, so as to prevent blindness,
the responsibilty of all who attend at confinements is very great.
Fancy a human being hopelessly blind during its whole life, just
because of carelessness or ignorance during the first few days
of an infant's life! And the danger can be so easily prevented!

Bull reminds us that the various steps in the preventive treat-
ment introduced by Professor Credé are as follows: For several
days before the expected confinement the vaginal passages of the
woman are carefully irrigated by some antiseptic solution. pref-
erably mercurie bichloride, in order to remove as far as possible
all infectious secretions. It is not possible to render these
passages thoroughly aseptic, but they can be made relatively so.
As soon as the child has been born, the face and scalp should be
cleansed with sterilized water, especially about the eyelids. The
eyelids should then be opened and one drop of a two per cent.
solution of silver nitrate should be dropped into each eye from
an aseptie dropper or a glass rod. But little reaetion usually
follows,. but should it occur, it can be readily controlled by cold
compresses soaked in a two per cent. solution of borie acid or
salicylic acid. If these precautions are adopted. the disease will
generally be prevented.

So grave a calamity is blindness from purulent conjunctivitis
that the use of this precautionary method has been urged at the
birth of every child. There is no doubt of the wisdom of taking
precautionary measures such as those of the Credé nethod. This
plan of prophylaxis is at once simple, sàfe. and inexpensive. and
if universally employed would have saved the eyes of many
thousand children who because of this neglect have passed their
lives in. darkness..

Surely, then, a strong case is made for the universal applica-
tion of Credé's method. (or somie modification of it. as noticed
below).

Some, however, do not advocate its use in every case, but
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depend upon notification and treatient after the disease has
comnenced.

The first essential in any moveient of this kind is to bring
about a publie understanding of the conditions, and secure the
sympathy and assistance of the people in our endeavors to carry
it out. One powerful means of developing watchfulness and
care is the publication in health bulletins of the dangers of
infantile ophthalmia, and the possibility of its prevention. Then
it is all-important to fix on an effective and satisfactory anti-
septic, wlicl eau be used even by unskilled hands without caus-
ing damage. The author' s own experience lias taught him that,
except where the disease already exists. a two per cent. solution
of silver nitrate is too irritating and is likely to cause what is
known as "silver catarrh.' After a very large experience he
now reeominends a one per cent. solution as non-irritating and
at the same time an effective bactericide. This solution can bc
enployed by inexperienced physicians and ignorant nidwives
with perfect safety.

Extirpation of the Lacrymal Sac.
Charles S. Means makes it a rule to operate on the following

classes of patients:
First.-Cataract patients who cone from a distance and have

neither the means nor opportunity for taking a long extended
course of treatment before operation.

Second.-Nervous or hysterical patients who are unable to
bear the passage of probes or even the use of the syringe. (One
iuan I now recaill fainted and was so sick lie had to be removed

to his home every time either a probe or a syringe vas intro-
dueed.)

Third.-Children that are practically uxnmanageable, causing
not only an endless amount of bother. but also a liability of
injury to thenselves by resistance.

Fourth.-Long persistent cases that have not responded to
careful treatnent.

Fifth.-Traveling or transient patients who woild be com-
pelled to be under a new physician almost constantly, running
the risk of neglect and greatly increasing the expense.

Sixtl.-Persons living in rural districts and unable to be
Away from home for long extended periods and finaneially
unable to return to the oculist.

Seventh.-Where uleer of cornea is present.
Eighth.-"When malignant growths in the sac 'are to be feared.
Ninth.-When one eye has been lost and constant discharge

endangers the renaining eye.
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Refraction Cases in Cleveland.
In an interesting article on Refraction Cases in Cleveland.

U.S., L. K. Baker (Cleocland lIedical Journal) has the follow-
ing suggestive statement in regard to glasses for indigent
children:

This introduces the fourth general class, viz., indigents.
Ten years ago teachers were instructed to investigate, to such
extent as they conveniently could, the cases of poor children,
mostly those for whom the Board of Education furnished books
and shoes, and report their cases to the Supervisor of School
Hlygiene on the blanks furnis-hed for that purpose. During the
five years the writer looked after these matters, 300 (25%) of
the teachers reported very close to an even thousand of these
cases. The dispensaries all assisted in refracting these children.
opticians sold us glasses at vholesale rates for them and the
money to pay for the glasses was al! subscribed by private indi-
viduals. It became sueli a task to get people to raise this money
for us that I finally arranged vith the Infirmary Department of
the City Hall to investigate al] cases reported indigent and pay
for glasses if the pupils vere found to belong to this class.
Hence at any time during the past five years any child in the
city whose parents really could not pay for glasses could be
exaniined at a dispensary and get an, order for glasses at the
City Hall. Of this. all teachers. principals and district physi-
eians were duly apprised. Last week Mr. Feltzer. boolkeeper
at the infirmary office, was kind enougli to look up their disburse-
ments for glasses for indigents during the past five years. They
are as follows:

September to January, 1904.................paid for 15 pair
January 1, 1904, to January 1, 1905..........paid for 26 pair
January 1. 1905, to Jânuary 1. 1906..........paid for 13 pair
January 1, 1906, to January 1., 1907..........paid for 45 pair
Jauuary 1. 1907, to January 1, 1908 ......... .paid for 42 pair
January 1. 1908, to September 1, 1908........paid for 15 pair

This is an average of 32 pair a year, or 156 pair altogether
in five years.
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ONTARIO MEDICAL COUNCIL.

A special meeting of the Ontario Medical Council was held
Dec. 7-10, inclusive, to consider mainly three matters: (1) The
"Roddick Bill'" and proposed amendments. (2) Application to
the Ontario Legislature for an "Enabling Clause" similar to
that of the Province of Alberta. (3) Application to the Ontario
Legislature for an alteration in the Medical Act, which would
enable the Council to deal more rapidly with those guilty of
illegal and criminal acts.

We are unable in this issue to give even a synopsis of the
discussions at the meeting because, up to the time of writing, we
have been unable to get a report of the proceedings. We are
teld that certain reports in the daily papers were neither com-
plete nor correct. We hope, however, in our next issue, to give
:a complete report of the more important details. resolutions,
reports of committees, etc.

It is rather interesting· to note, in connection with the meet-
ing of the Council, that physicians throughout Ontario are
taking much greater interest in the work of the Council than
they did two or three years .ago.

The discussion on the "Roddiek Bill"' was certainly inter-
esting. They discussed the whole bill and the proposed amend-
ments very thoroughly, clause by clause. We are in a position
to say that they accepted most of the amendments which were
:agreed to at the meeting in Montreal in November, with perbaps
one rather important exception as to preliminary training and
the standard of matriculation.

A decided pronouncement on this very important question
is in itself a decided step in advance, although the goal. sought
for may still be some distance away. A legislation committee
was appointed to confer with the Government or with members
:of the Legislature at the next session of that body. Considerable
discussion took place respecting the status of certain represent-
atives of the universities. There are now in the Council eight
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.so-called school-men-Dr. McCallum, Toronto University; Dr.
Ryan, Queen's University; Dr. Moorehouse, Western University;
Dr. Starr, Victoria University; Dr. Johnson, Trinity University;
Hon. Dr. Sullivan, Royal'College of Physicians and Surgeons,
Kingston; Dr. Temple, Trinity Medical College, and Sir James

-Grant, Ottawa University. It is thought by some that only those

universities which have active n.edical faculties should have rep-
resentation in the Council.

Some very unpleasant rumors have been in the air respecting
-the irregularities, if not worse, in connection with payments of
examiners. The methods of the Couneil in respect to payments
of its members and examiners have been for many years exceed-
ingly loose and unsatisfactory. We believe that this fact is now
recognized by the majority of its members, and we expeet that
efforts will be made at the next meeting to improve matters in
this regard.

WESTERN MEDICAL FEDERATION.

We published in our December issue a report of the proceed-
ings of a meeting of representatives from the four Western Pro-
-vinces of Canada-Manitoba. Saskatchewan, Alberta and British
Columbia-held in Banff, September 28th. Dr. Spankie, from
Ontario, was welcomed as a visitor, but took no active part in
the discussion. The delegates recommended a Federation of the
Western Provinces, but decided not to include Ontario in the
Federation at present. They also recommended the appointment
-of an Examining Board for the four Provinces.

Since that time a committee of the Central Alberta Medical
Association has taken one step in advance. The members of
this committee evidently consider that such a Federation would
not help Dominion Registration, and have expressed a decided
opinion in favor of the Roddick Bill, with certain amendments.
So far as we eau learn, this Alberta connnittee holds views very
similar to. those expressed by members of the Ontario Medical
Council at the last special meeting.
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There are still difficulties in the way, but we do not agree

with our pessimistic friends who think Dominion Registration is

still a long way off, and that nothing of any consequence has

been accomplished lately in the way of surmounting the
obstacles which are continually arising as negotiations go on. We

feel certain that a great amount of good has been accomplished

during the various meetings held during the last fev months,
including those at Winnipeg, Banff, Edmonton, Montreal and

Toronto. The men vho are honestly devoting their energies on

constructive work in the interests of our profession in the whole

Dominion are increasing in nunibers, and we hope that satisfac-

tory results of their work will soon be in evidence,

THE RETIREMENT OF MISS SNIVELY.

The development of training schools for nurses during the

last 50 years has been marvellous. It is practically impossible
for one who knew nothing about the training of nurses up to
five or ten years ago to have any adequate conception of the
wonderful advances which were made in the latter part of the
19thn century.

A most prominent figure in this development in Canada was
Miss Snively, of the Toronto General Hospital. She was
placed in charge vhen the training of nurses in that institution

,was in an unsatisfactory condition. Soon after her appointment
there -was a change, in fact a complete transformation. We think
it will generally be conceded now that this Training School,
during the last twenty years, has been the best in Canada, and
perhaps in North America.

In most of the meetings and conventions of nurses and lady
superintendents that have taken place on this continent during
these years, Miss Snively has taken an important part, and has
probably occupied more positions of honor in these various
associations than any other one person. . -

She was a very strict disciplinarian, and her methods, in
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the opinion of many, were rather harsh at times, and lier sup-

posed partiality for favorites was often commented on. The

vriter lias no desire to diseuss such details, but would prefer to

acknowledge with gratitude that lie often received invaluable

assistance from lier during the many years in whicli. lie vas

engaged actively in the work of the Hospital, and especially in
the Burnside.

During lier whole career in Toronto she always displayed
very great ability and absolute independence. She feared no

man nor no set of men, and the man or men who thought other-
wise for a time, and acted accordingly, almost invariably failed

·to win out.
There was a large gathering at the General Hospital, Dec.

2nd, when a purse of $1,000 was presented to Miss ýSn;ively. The

Chairman of the Board, Mr. J. W. Flavelle, occupied the chair,
and announced that the Hospital Board lad decided to give lier

a retiring allowance of $700 a year as a mark of their appreci-
ation of lier services to the Hospital during the last 25 years.
Mr. Flavelle also expressed the regard in which Miss Snively
vas held by the Board. She asked a year ago to be relieved,

but was requested to reconsider the matter and remain a few
years longer. She recently again asked for relief, as the burden
was becoming too heavy. No time vas set for lier resignation

going into effect, but sie wished to retire not later than next
June.

HYDROPHOBIA.

A number of our Canadian folk left the Province of Ontario
for our neighboring eountry south of us about the middle of
December. under depressing ircumstances. Eight people had
been bitten by a mad dog in the town of Galt. Dr. Walker, a
physician in Glencoe, 50 miles from Galt, was also bitten by a
dog in his own village. About the saine tinie there was a-nother
mad-dog scare in the village of Markdale. At least nine persons
went to .the Pasteur Institute, in New York, for treatment.
Fortunatelv the results iii that institution have been exceed-
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ingly satisfactory. Dr. Randaud tells us that there have been
only three deaths out of the last 1,800 people treated there.

We live in a very prosperous and wealthy Province in the
Dominion of Canada. We have what is called a progressive and
democratie government. That government boasts of a big
surplus. It also boasts that it spends a large amount of money
for the education of the masses. It endeavors to educate the
people in many directions. Its work in all these directions. both
in the interests of human beings and the lower animals, is
-worthy of all praise. There are in this -governmnent two physi-
eians. Might we ask these worthy nien to bring a certain matter
before the Cabinet? Although these nmen are well versed in
matters both medical and political, it mnay be that they do not
happen to know that there is a Pasteur Institute in the City
of New York. while there is no such institution in the big.
wealthy Province called Ontario.

THE PREVENTION OF TUBERCULOSIS.

A very important discussion on tuberculosis took place in the
House of Commons December 13th. Mr. George H. Pearley,
Vice-President of the Canadian Association for the Prevention
of Tubereulosis, proposed the following resolution: "That in
view of the encouraging results 'which have come from the ioney
already spent in disseminating information regarding tubercu-
losis, and of the interest which the people of Canada are taking
in this question. and also in view of the great saving in life
'which bas been brought about in other countries by practical
work in this connection, this louse is of the opinion that Parlia-
ment should now take more active steps to furtier lessen the
great suffering and mnîrtality caused by this disease."

In speaking of the resolution, Mr. Pearley said that. apart
from hunian considerations, there is an immense inoney loss due
to tuberculosis. The cost in the United States of every consump-
tive who dies is $8,000. As at least one in 38.000 people die of
tubercilosis in every year the total money loss is alinost beyond
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comprehension. In Canada from 8,000 to 10,000 die annually;

of this number lialf could be saved. Figuring each life as only
worth $1,000, and the loss through incapacity and suffering be

another thousand dollars, we find a yearly loss of from sixteen

to twenty million dollars.
The figlit against the disease has really only commenced, and

the publie searcely realize yet the seriousnôss of the situation.

Tubereulosis is not as a rule inherited, and the disease is cur-
able if taken in time. He thought the present grant of $5,000
a year to the Canadian Association should be increased. Infor-

mation should be disseminated, and lectures delivered by experts
for the purpose of interesting the people in cvery locality and
inducing then to form local associations.

Railway cars and steamers should be kept free from infec-
tion. Drs. Beland, Black. Roach. Schaffer and others supported
the resolution. The Honorable Mr. Fisher, on behalf of the
Government, accepted the resolution, and said the Government
would ask for a larger grant to the Association. le would not,
however, enter into the field of building sanatoriums. le added
that the Provinces of British Columbia, Manitoba and Nova
Seotia were loing good work in that direction.

FRESH AIR AND HEALTH.

The publie gencrally understand that fresh air is very
important fromi a health standpoint. W\e get sermons and

lectures on, the subjeet fromu various quarters. Notwithstanding
all our knowledge, iowever, it is probable that there is no
country in the world where bouses and offices are so thoroughly

impregnated witli foul air, from early Fall to late Spring, as
in Canada.

We elap on double windows, and keep our houses. as nearly
hiermetically sealed as possible.

Our dear good nothers tak-e extra precaution in protecting
their young babies and children from drafts. The little ones
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are frequently brought into the most ill-ventilated room in the
house for their baths. To inake conditions in the room worse.
one of those terrible abominations, the gas stove, is often set
going. and consumes nearly all the oxygen there happens to be
in the atmosphere of the room. After getting their baths, the
unfortunate little ones are left in these cosy rooms for two or
three liours to breathe chiefly carbon-dioxide.

A very sensible letter. signed by C. N. Merritt, appeared
recently in the Toronto Mail and Empire. The writer referred
especially to tubereulosis, whieh was frequently eaused by long
exposure to impure air, the chief feature being the Jack of
oxygen in. the air. The wvriter says: "I have often gone into
publie offices in Toronto whbere the air was so eharged with
carbonie aeid gas that I eould not remain there ten minutes. T
do not pretend to give any scientifie reasons for these things.
There are numbers of public buildings and offiees that are never
properly ventilated from the time the furnaces are lighted till
the lot wather comes. I am -sure the same ay he said of most

of the schools."
There is nothing new about Ihis, of course. The men dowi-

town in tiese badly ventilated offices know more or less about
the evils of eontaminated air. They bave certainly been told
often enough about the matter. Notwithstandiug all their
knowledge. however. 11hey shiver w-hen a breath of fresh air
enters the offiee. and proeed immediately to shut everything
up tight.

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The Anual 'Meeting of the British Medical Association for
1910 vill be held in London, Eng., next July. The last :mecting
in London -was held in 1895 under the Presidenr-y of Sir Russell
Reynolds.

The British 3ftdical Journal, in commenting on the subject,
expresses the opinion that the visitors of 1910, wlio visited the
city in 1895, will be struck by the remarkable progress which
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has taken plae- in that city during the interval. in many dirce-

tions. Many of the London hospitals have been transformed

during this time.
The Journal thinks that inL Mr. 3utland, the President-eleet

of the Association, the mieinbers have an ideal chief. whose

infectious enthusiasn wvill permeate the nuimerous bands of
workers which have already been organized to secure the success
of the meeting.

In addition to the meeting of 1895. the Association held its
aunual meeting in London on two occasions. The first was in
1862, when Dr. Geo. Bur-ows was P•esident. The second was in
1873, when Sir Wm. Ferguson was President. It is expected
that invitations will be given to the Association to hold the
annual meeting in Birmingham in 1911. and in Liverpool in
1912.

THE DANGERS OF FOOTBALL.

We have lately received considerable information respecting
the dangers of football fron proninent athletes and trainers
of athletes in the universi'ies of the United States. We are told
that the question of condition is a very important one in esti-
mating the dangers connected wîith the gaine.

We are told that, in football. if a iman is in perfect physical
condition. lie rarely gets seriously hurt. He mnay be bruised. or
"laid out" for a short timie. but nine tinies out of ten lie iwill
feel ready for another game the next day. It lias been noted
that three-quarters of the bad football accidents occur early in
the scason, the assumed reasons being that the players have net
toughened up. We find this statemenut in an article vhich re-
Cently appeared in the Toronto Mail and Empire. The article
goes on to state that moest of the remnaining accidents happen in
the last game or two; that the players have been weakened by
the liard season's play, and are stale froi too mueli practice.

We are also told, on the olier hand, that over-training in-
volves abot-as many dangers az under-training. An example
of over-training is found ir two places, West Point and
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Annapolis. The soldiers of these two places are practically in
training all the year round. The extra training that they go.
through before playing their matches makes them stale, and the
result is that more men are injured on the West Point team
than on all of the university teams. Murphy, the trainer of
the Yale team, tells us that lie is unable to recall a single fatal
accident that ever occurred at Yale, Princeton, Iarvard, Penn-
sylvania or Cornell. We think, perhaps, our friend, Harry
Griffiths, the worthy coach of the Toronto University football
team, could give the world sonie pointers on this subject.

NOTES.

A fine of $50 was imposed upon a dairyian of Winnipeg
convicted of watering milk December 14th. He had been con-
vieted before on a. similar charge.

Magistrate Denison. registered a conviction against Andrew
B. Henderson, of Toronto, an osteopath, for a breach of the
Medical Act, December 13th. His Worship imposed a fine of
$40 and costs. The counsel for Henderson stated that lie would
enter an appeal.

As a result of certain experiments of "cold air" rooms in
a couple of the publie schools in Chicago, it was decided about
Decembér 14th to have lower temperature for the schools, airing-
of class rooms several times a day, and a7 gencral campaign for-
health conditions for the children in attendance.

"Shaky Hands."
We are asked should a surgeon personally drive an auto-

mobile just before performing a delicate operation. Wc do not
happen to know any reason -why lie should not, but we know that
motor driving is what might be termed hard work, and a sur-
geon or -any other person .may overdo it, and as a cofisequence
might have shaky or weakened hands. We are told by certain
observers in some of the operating roons in Toronto that in
many instances the assistants inow have to thread all the needles:
used.
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New Cèntral Prison.
We are pleased to note that the Government lias finally

decided to move the Central Prison from its present site in
Toronto. Three farns have been bought near Guelph, after a
very careful examination of nany other properties in different
parts of the Province. There seems to be a general consensus
of opinion that the property selected will be. very suitable in al
respects.

The Ontario Asylumn Service has opened an Ont-Patient De-
partment, under the title of the Ontario Clinie for Nervous and
Mental Diseases. The.patients will. be seen on Wednesday and
Saturday mornings in the Building in Chestnut Street occupied
by the Gynaeeological Service of the General Hospital. The
members of the staff in attendance will be glad to look after any
patients that may be referred to thern by general practitioners.
The aim of the undertaking is to supply advice and help to the
patients through the application of various psycho-therapeutie
measures of treatment, besides early cases of the psychoses, and
such as dementia praecox, depressing insanity, -etc. Patients
suffering from such mental maladies as obsessions, hysteria,
fobius, and anxiety neurosis will also be accepted for treatment.
No persons suffering from organie disease of the nervous system
vill be treated. The treatment given in the clinie will be under

the direction of Drs. C. K. Clarke and Ernest Jones.



Personals.

Dr. J. Orlando Orr, of Toronto, returned from Great Britain
December 13th.

Dr. Charles B. Shuttleworth lias removed from 45 B5looi
Street East to 478 Huron Street.

Dr. Jas. Franeis Williams, of Bracebridge, sailed from New
York for the Mediterranean December 4th.

Obituary.

HERBERT CHARLES WULSON, M.D.

Dr. H. C. Wilsni, of Edmntonh, Alta., died at his home,
F7riday, Dec. 17, aged 51. In his younger days he lived in Prince
Edward County, Ontario, and received his education at Trinity
Medical College, Toronto. He graduated from that College in
1882, and shortly afterwards went to the North-West Terri-
tories, where lie practised up to a short time before his death.



Book Reviews.

THE PRACTITIONERS' VISITING LIST FOR 1910. An invaluable
pocket-sized book containing memoranda- and data important
for every physician, and ruled blanks for recording every
detail of practice. The Weekly, Monthly and 30-Patient
Perpetual contain 32 pages of data and 160 pages of elassified
blanks. The 60-Patient Perpetual consists of 256 pages of
blanks alone. Each in one w'allet-shaped book, bound in
flexible leather, with flap and pocket, pencil with rubber, and
calendar for two years. Price, by mail, postpaid, to any
address, $1.25. Thumb-letter index, 25 cents extra. Descrip-
tive circular, showing the several styles, sent on request. Lea
& Febiger, Publishers. Philadelphia and New York.
The best visiting list for this year.

AN EPITOME oF DISEASES oF WOMEN. By Charles Gardner
Child, Jr., M.D., (Yakl), Clinical Professor of Gynecology,
New York Polyclinie Medical School and Hospital. 12mo,
210 pages, with 101 engravings. Cloth, $1.00, net. Lea &
Febizer. Publishers, Philadelphia and New York. 1909.
(Lea's Series of Medical Epitomes. Edited by Victor C. Ped-
ersen, M.D., New York.)

As an epitome, the little volume before us is very complete
and up-to-date. It certainly goes over the whole subject, and
is brief, necessarily. It, like all of the Epitomes, serves a useful
purpose of quick and ready reference, aiding one at the moment,
or sharpening up a memory, but for complete understanding,
the larger works must be referred to.

A TEXT-BOOK oF SURGERY. By George Emerson Brewer, A.M.,
M.D., Professor of Clinical Surgery, Columbia University,
New York. Surgeon to the Roosevelt Hospital, etc. 'With
415 engravings and 14 plates in colors and nionograms. Skin
edition, thoroughly revised and much enlarged. Lea &
Febiger, New York and Philadelphia. 1909.
This is an admirable text-boik and is well suited for both

students and practitioners. There are 870 pages of reading
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matter in addition to an excellent index. This means tLat the
book is a very convenient one and (to use the words of the
author) may be considered to occupy a position midway between
the brief inanuals and the more voluminous treatises. The book
is well published, well illustrated, is very readable, and in all
respects up-to-date.

PROGRESSIVE MEDIC1NE. A quarterly digest of advances, diseov-
eries and improvements in the medical and surgical sciences.
Edited by Hobart A. Hare, M.D., Professor of Therapeuties
and Materia Medica in the Jefferson Medical College, Phila-
delphia; assisted by I. R. M. Landis, M.D., Assistant Phy-
sician to the Out-Patient Medical Departient of the Jeffer-
son Medical College Hospital. December 1, 1909. Lea &
Febiger: Philadelphia and New- York. $6.00 per annum.

This volume contains articles on diseases of the digestive
tract, by Edsall; of the kiducys, by Rose Bradford; surgery of
the extreminties and joints, tumors, anesthesia, shock and infec-
tions, by Bloodgood; genito-urinary diseases, by Belfield; .nd a
practical therapeutie referendum, by Landis.

All the work in this number is of a very high order, and we
consiUer Lte volume of exceptional merit. Progressive Medicine
has come to our desk for such a long time that it has become
absolutely indispensable. Should we wisli the references to some
work donc within the last year. we have only to take down the
last inimber of this excellent quarterly and look up the proper
article to get alI the information needed. Everything is epito-
mized in the best possible way, opposing views are stated fairly,
and altogether the journal is the most satisfactory in the English
language.



Miscellaneous.

Dr. Gaudichard, in arecent number of the Répertoire de
pharmacic, comments on the know'ledge of the ancients as regards
opotherapy and its various ways of -atilization. Thus in the
early centuries we find that the products derived from the animal
kingdoi were in the shape of powders. This primitive notion
was necessitated on account of the rudimentary states of all tools
at this epoch. Preference vas controlled by circumstances. In
the fifth century, Sextus Placitus Papyriensis advocated the use
of the animal vulva, desiccated and pulverized. In the sixteenth
century vatrious parts of animals were first roasted, then burnt,
after whieh pulverization was easily effected. At this period
thouglit was also given to the conservation of organic products
by sprinkling them with yellow sandalwood, or surrounding them
with worniwood. The animal powders were even combined with
other remedies, Baudon, in his pharmacopeia. writes as follows:
''The electuary of lungs is prepared by mixing sugar with equal
parts of the lung of the fox, liquorice juice. maidenhair., fennel-
and anis-seeds. " And in fne seventeenth century, Van Hebnont
placed desicected blood above all other preparations. Organie -

extraets, thouglih not ealled by this nane, were utilized in ancient
tines. In the beginiig of tie Christian era. (about 65 A.D.)
Dioseorides, of Anazarba, a. Greek. physician, who had gained
renown by a treatise on materia medica, wrote to this effect:
'The liver of the hedgchog, dried in the sun in a pot exposed to
tie full rays of sunshine, taken with honey, benefits and cures
diseases of the kidneys and dropsy." A bouillon prepared after
a fox's lung had been desiccated was considered au excellent
draught in all cases of diffieult breathing. Pliny prescribed hogs'
testicles, macerated in inilk, in epilepsy. lu the centuries which
followed, nacerated testicles did not lack in popularity. Josepli
du Ciesne's favorite prescription as an aid to conception was
ranis' testicles soaked in wine and then dried. Afterwards they
were pounded, nacerated and boiled over a. slow fire in two litres
of mnalmsey, a wine Of Napoli di Malvasia. Here is surely an
extraet that can well hold its own ainong all extracts!

Syrups containing extracts from animal organs were not
ignored by the aneients. Tie archives devoted to opotherapy
abound with enough instances to show that these preparations
were held in high esteem in the earliest centuries. Dioscorides. in
his "Materia Medica " recomnends for a eongh Ile daily use of
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an electuary composed of the lung and palate of the deer, dried
on a dung-hill and then thoroughly beaten up vith honey. Pliny
is of opinion that the best remedy for hemoptysis is a pâté of
snails, a preparation not unknown to our modern pharmacopeia.
Incontinence of urine was combated by the administering of
macerated bladders mixed with salt or honey, so that absorption
might the more readily be effected. In splenie affections, John
of Cuba prescribed beef.spleen mixed with honey. And finally,
Dusseau hit upon what he thought was a great discovery when
he evolved his powerful aphrodisiae, consisting of birds' brains,
to which were added the yolks of eggs and honey !-inter-
state M. J.

Constantly Favorable Results.

Dr. John Arthur Diggle, Med. Ref. Globe Accident Assur.
Soc. of London, Eng., in writing of antikamnia tablets, says: "I
may state at the outset that they satisfied me well, and the con-
stantly recurring favorable reports prove that most who have
given them a fair and thorough trial are quite satisfied with the
results which have followed. They seem to be absolutely safe in
exhibition and to have no effect whatever on the healthy human
organism: Sueh a safe analgesie and antipyretie is a perfect
god-send in these days of 'nerves' and all the resultant neural-
gias developed under our civilization. In the cases in which I
have used antikamnia tablets I have never noticed any ill effects.
As an analgesic, in my experience, the sooner the remedy is
administered after the onset of pain, the quieker the relief, and
the smaller the amount of the drug required; this would follow
almost of course, but I think the oftener the dose is repeated in
judiciously small doses, the better the result, as compared with
larger doses less frequently given. Given in such doses, and at
such intervals, I have found antikamnia tablets most useful in
neuralgie cases and acute rheumatie attacks, and in sudden
nervons attacks with severe pain. In case of paraplegia, in
whieh the suffering from pain in the paralyzed linibs was agon-
izing, and had only yielded before to gradually increasing doses
of morphine hypodernically, their effect was, and continued to
be, good. In a case of typhlitis both the analgesie and anti-
pyretie properties were signally shown. In sone cases of dys-
menorrhoea one or two tablets relieved the pain, and the after
use of caulocorea for a while prevented its return. The rapidity
with which they acted in some cases of migraine seemed simply
irarvelous."


